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ABSTRACT 

Programme of Monitoring (Posiva 2003 b) was introduced to study Olkiluoto 
investigation are both during and following the excavation of underground test facility, 
ONKALO. Programme consists of four main headings: rock mechanics, hydrology and 
hydrogeology, geochemistry and other types of disturbance. Monitoring programme in 
year 2005 consist of three fields of research: microseismic measurements, GPS 
measurements and precise levelling. This report presents Posiva's rock mechanical 
monitoring programme results from the year 2005. Report has been composed from 
annual reports of microseismic measurements, GPS measurements and precise levelling 
by Sanna Riikonen. 

In Olkiluoto, Posiva Oy has operated a local seismic network since February 2002. This 
report gives the results of microseismic monitoring during the year 2005. Also the 
changes in the structure and the operation procedure of the network are described. The 
network has operated nearly continuously. The total duration of network failures has 
been about 8 hours.

Altogether 2159 events have been located in the Olkiluoto area, in reported time period. 
The magnitudes of the observed events range from ML = -2.1to ML = 1.6 (ML = 
magnitude in local Richter's scale). Most of them are explosions. Three of the observed 
events are be classified as microearthquakes. Evidence of activity that would has 
influence on the safety of the ONKALO, have not found. 

The GPS based deformation studies has been made at the investigation areas of Posiva 
since 1995, when the network of ten GPS pillars was established at Olkiluoto. Twenty 
GPS measurement campaigns have been carried out at Olkiluoto since 1995. According 
to the time series of the GPS results 1/3 of the baselines at Olkiluoto have statistically 
significant change rates. However, the observed movements are smaller than 

 0.22 mm/a. 

There are five pillars, which have statistically significant horizontal velocities at 
Olkiluoto. The local velocity components are small but taking into account the standard 
deviations the largest velocity components seems to be reliable (maximum velocity is - 
0.25 mm/a ± 0.025 mm/a). 

The uniform scale for the GPS measurements made in different years is the basic 
condition for reliable results in the deformation analyses. At Olkiluoto a baseline for 
electronic distance measurements (EDM) was built in 2002. The baseline has been 
measured using EDM instruments simultaneously with the GPS observations. The 
comparison between the GPS and EDM results to show a possible scale error of the 
GPS.

The GPS network at Olkiluoto was enlarged in 2003. The new pillars were built close to 
Kuivalahti village and on a small island of Iso Pyrekari, both north from Olkiluoto. 
According to the geological evidence it is expected that a fracture zone is located 
between the new stations, thus enabling the determination of possible deformations 
along the fracture zone. The new pillars have been observed five times since 2003, but 
the time series are still too short for reliable deformation studies. 



Including the new pillars the local GPS network at Olkiluoto consists of 12 stations. The 
whole network is measured twice a year. The EDM measurements will be done 
simultaneously with the GPS observations.  

The GPS observation network of Olkiluoto was constructed in 1994 for monitoring 
crustal deformations at the investigation area. To fulfil a better vertical control of the 
GPS network, precise levellings were started at the area in autumn 2003. The levelling 
network consisted of the reserve mark pairs of eight GPS pillars and five levelling 
bench marks two of which constituted the nodal bench mark pair. 

The second precise levelling campaign on the area was carried out in autumn 2005. The 
same points as in autumn 2003 were levelled except one destroyed bench mark. In 
addition, one bench mark, one reserve mark pair and nine antenna platforms on the top 
of the GPS pillars were levelled. In total 32 points were levelled in 2005, of which eight 
reserve mark pairs, two bench marks and the nodal bench mark pair were common for 
both campaigns. 

Compared to the other points, the elevation difference of two reserve mark pairs had 
changed significantly during two years, about one millimetre. The reason may be the 
blasting of the rock in the neighbourhood of these points and deformation of the rock 
after the blasting. New precise levelling campaigns can shed more light on these 
movements. The next one will be carried out in autumn 2007. 

To monitor the possible vertical movement of whole Olkiluoto island, the GPS network 
was connected to the Finnish precise levelling net at Lapijoki in 2003. In the future this 
connection will be levelled every fourth year and the levelling of the GPS network will be 
carried out every second year.

Keywords: seismic network, microearthquake, monitoring, interpretation, safety, stress 
field, deformation studies, GPS measurements, crustal movements, precise levelling, 
vertical control. 



TIIVISTELMÄ

Monitorointiohjelma (Posiva 2003) on luotu maanalaisen tutkimustilan, ONKALOn,  
louhinnan kallioperään aiheuttamien muutosten pitkäaikaista havainnointia varten.  
Monitorointi jakautuu neljään pääalaan: kalliomekaanisiin, hydrologisiin ja 
hydrogeologisiin sekä geokemiallisiin mittauksiin ja muiden häiriöiden havainnointiin. 
Kalliomekaniikka puolestaan jakautui vuoden 2005 osalta mikroseismisiin ja GPS-
mittauksiin sekä tarkkavaaitukseen. Tässä raportissa esitetään Posiva Oy:n 
kalliomekaanisen monitoroinnin tulokset vuodelta 2005. Raportin on koostanut Sanna 
Riikonen mikroseismisen mittausverkon, GPS-mittausten ja tarkkavaaituksen vuosi-
raporttien pohjalta. 

Posiva Oy:n Olkiluodon paikallisella seismisellä asemaverkolla aloitettiin mittaukset 
vuoden 2002 helmikuussa. Tässä raportissa esitetään seismisen monitoroinnin tulokset 
vuodelta 2005. Raportissa kuvataan myös asemaverkon rakenteessa ja toiminta-
periaatteissa tehdyt muutokset. Asemaverkko on toiminut lähes keskeytyksettä. 
Asemaverkon toimintakatkosten kokonaispituus vuonna 2005 oli noin kahdeksan tuntia. 

Olkiluodon alueelle paikallistettiin raportoidulla ajalla yhteensä 2159 tapausta. 
Havaittujen tapausten magnitudit (ML) olivat välillä -2.1 – 1.6. Lähes kaikki havainnot 
olivat räjäytyksiä. Kolme tapausta voitiin luokitella mikromaanjäristykseksi. Alueella ei 
ole havaittu ydinsulkuvalvonnan kannalta turvallisuuteen vaikuttavaa toimintaa. 

GPS-satelliittipaikannukseen perustuvaa deformaatiotutkimusta on tehty Posivan 
tutkimusalueilla vuodesta 1995 lähtien, jolloin Olkiluotoon perustettiin kymmenen 
pilaria käsittävä paikallisverkko.

Olkiluodon verkko on mitattu 20 kertaa vuodesta 1995 lähtien. Mittauksista lasketut 
pilarien väliset etäisyydet muodostavat aikasarjan, jonka mukaan kolmanneksella 
Olkiluodon verkon pilaripareilla on tilastollisesti merkittävä etäisyyden muutosnopeus. 
Kaikki havaitut liikkeet ovat kuitenkin alle  0.22 mm/a.  

Viidellä Olkiluodon asemalla on havaittu tilastollisesti merkittävä vaakaliike. Paikalliset 
liikenopeudet ovat pieniä, mutta niitä voidaan keskivirheiden perusteella pitää 
luotettavina (maksimi liikenopeus - 0.25 mm/a ± 0.025 mm/a). 

Olkiluodon tutkimusalueelle rakennettiin v. 2002 perusviiva, jonka pituus on mitattu  
elektronisilla etäisyydenmittauslaitteilla (EDM) aina GPS-mittauskampanjan yhtey-
dessä. Perusviivalla tehtävien EDM-mittausten tarkoituksena on varmistaa GPS:n avulla 
tehtyjen mittausten mittakaavan yhdenmukaisuus vuodesta toiseen.  

Olkiluodon tutkimusalueelle rakennettiin v. 2003 kaksi uutta GPS-mittauspilaria ja 
uuden ydinvoimalan rakennustyömaan alle jäävän aseman tilalle rakennettiin uusi GPS-
havaintopilari. Uudet pilarit rakennettiin Kuivalahteen ja Iso Pyrekarille, molemmat 
Olkiluodosta pohjoiseen. Molemmat asemat sijaitsevat Eurajoensalmen ruhjevyöhyk-
keellä ja niiden sijaintien muutoksien avulla voidaan seurata mahdollisia ruhje-
vyöhykkeen liikkeitä. Uudet pilarit on havaittu viidesti, mutta aikasarja on vielä liian 
lyhyt luotettavien deformaatioanalyysien tekemiseen. 

Uusien pilarien rakentamisen jälkeen Olkiluodon tutkimusalueella on 12 GPS-pilaria, 
joiden sijainti mitataan kahdesti vuodessa. Samanaikaisesti GPS-mittausten kanssa 
tehdään EDM-mittaukset perusviivalla. Vaikka tutkimukset ovat keskittyneet 
Olkiluotoon, Kivetyn ja Romuvaaran GPS-verkot mitataan edelleen kerran vuodessa. 



Aikaisempien GPS-mittausten perusteella voidaan Kivetyn ja Romuvaaran paikallis-
verkkoja pitää erittäin stabiileina. Nyt näitä pisteverkkoja voidaan käyttää GPS-
mittausten ja laskennan testikenttinä. 

Olkiluodon GPS-verkko perustettiin vuonna 1994 kallioperän liikkeiden seuraamiseksi 
tutkimusalueella. Alueella aloitettiin tarkkavaaitukset syksyllä 2003 paremman 
korkeuskontrollin saavuttamiseksi. Vaaitusverkko käsitti kahdeksan GPS-pilarin vara-
merkit ja viisi tarkkavaaituskiintopistettä, joista kaksi muodosti solmupisteparin. 

Tutkimusalueella suoritettiin toinen tarkkavaaituskampanja syksyllä 2005. Yhtä 
tuhoutunutta tarkkavaaituskiintopistettä lukuunottamatta vaaittiin samat pisteet kuin 
syksyllä 2003. Näiden lisäksi vaaittiin yksi tarkkavaaituskiintopiste, yksi 
varamerkkipari ja yhdeksän GPS-pilarin päällä olevat antennijalustat. Vuonna 2005 
vaaittiin yhteensä 32 pistettä, joista kahdeksan varamerkkiparia, kaksi 
tarkkavaaituskiintopistettä ja solmupistepari olivat yhteisiä kummallekin kampanjalle. 

Kahden varamerkkiparin korkeusero muihin pisteisiin nähden oli kahdessa vuodessa 
muuttunut merkittävästi, yhden millimetrin. Syynä saattavat olla kallion räjäytystyöt 
kyseisten pisteiden läheisyydessä sekä räjäytysten jälkeinen kallioperän uudelleen-
muotoutuminen. Tulevat tarkkavaaitukset alueella, joista seuraavat ovat syksyllä 2007, 
saattavat tuoda lisätietoa liikuntojen syistä. 

GPS-verkko liitettiin syksyllä 2003 Suomen tarkkavaaitusverkkoon Lapijoella koko 
Olkiluodon saaren mahdollisen vertikaalisen liikkumisen seuraamiseksi. Tulevaisuudessa 
tämä liitos vaaitaan joka neljäs vuosi ja GPS-verkko vaaitaan joka toinen vuosi.

Avainsanat: Seisminen asemaverkko, mikromaanjäristys, monitorointi, tulkinta, 
jännityskenttä, siirrostaso, deformaatiotutkimus, GPS-mittaukset, maankuoren liikkeet, 
tarkkavaaitus, korkeuskontrolli.
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1 SEISMISITY 

1.1 Introduction 

According to the Nuclear Energy Act, all nuclear waste generated in Finland must be 
handled, stored and permanently disposed in Finland. The two nuclear power 
companies, Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) and Fortum Power and Heat Oy, are 
responsible for the safe management of the waste and for all associated expenses. These 
companies have established a joint company, Posiva Oy, to implement the disposal 
programme for spent fuel. Seismic monitoring is a part of this programme (Miller et al,
2002, Posiva 2003a and Posiva 2003b). Possible applications of microearthquake 
monitoring at the repository are introduced in the Posiva’s working report (Saari 1999). 

In February 2002, Posiva Oy established a local seismic network of six stations on the 
island of Olkiluoto. The technical features of the microearthquake monitoring system 
are described in details in the Posiva’s working reports (Saari 2003 and Saari 2005). 
The system is manufactured and installed by ISS International Limited 
(http://www.issi.co.za). This network was designed for monitoring the rock volume 
surrounding the preliminary location of the underground characterisation facility (the 
ONKALO). Later, in June 2004, the seismic network was expanded with two new 
seismic stations (OL-OS7 and OL-OS8). These stations make the network geometry 
more suitable for monitoring the final location of the ONKALO (Figure 1-1). The 
locations of the seismic stations are presented in Table 1-1. 

During the year 2005, the configuration of the seismic network has remained the same. 
Diverging from the previous annual report (Saari 2005), the seismic stations are 
renamed congruent with the Posiva’s database. In this report, the original names OS1, 
OS2 etc. are nominated to OL-OS1, OL-OS2 etc., respectively. The old shorter names 
are used occasionally in order to clarify the presented figure or table. 

The main target of the monitoring is the underground rock characterisation facility and 
the rockmass surrounding it, i.e. an area of about 1 km2 down to the depth of 500 - 1000 
m. Within that volume the designed resolution threshold of the network is ML = -2. In 
practice, the resolution will likely be better than that. According to the simulation done 
by ISS International Limited, the expected sensitivity near the ONKALO will be of the 
order ML = -2…-2.5.

The sensors are at the surface of the island surrounding the preliminary location of the 
final disposal facility. The most sensitive instruments for short distances (generally 
within the current network) are the accelerometers. When the hypocentral distance 
increases the geophones are more sensitive than the accelerometers. When the 
geophones are compared, the sensors with lower natural frequency are more sensitive in 
larger distances than those with higher natural frequency. 

In the beginning, the network monitored tectonic earthquakes in order to characterise 
the undisturbed baseline of seismicity of the Olkiluoto bedrock. When the excavation of 
the ONKALO started, in August 2004, the network monitors also excavation induced 
seismicity. This report describes the operation and results during both of these eras. 
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Figure 1-1. Seismic stations (OL-OS1…OL-OS8) surrounding the ONKALO. The 

distance between the small grid lines is 100 m. 

Table 1-1. Seismic stations in the Finish KKJ co-ordinate system (zone 1). Sensor type: 

acc = three-component accelerometer (usable frequencies: 0.2-2.300 Hz);  geophXX = 

three component geophones, where XX is the natural frequency of the sensor, e.g. 30 

Hz). 

Station  North (m)  East (m) Elevation (m) Sensor type 
OL-OS1 6792 814,33 1525 470,76  9,60 acc 
OL-OS2 6792 368,93 1525 092,83  7,61 acc+geoph30 
OL-OS3 6791 997,32 1525 397,31 12,65 acc+geoph30 
OL-OS4 6792 851,65 1526 284,22   8,57 acc+geoph30 
OL-OS5 6792 405,61 1525 530,04 12,81 acc 
OL-OS6 6792 157,08 1526 151,35   8,92 acc 
OL-OS7 6791 729,77 1526 090,56   9,72 acc+geoph4.5 
OL-OS8 6792 076,17 1526 536,12   5,90 acc+geoph1 

The bedrock of the Olkiluoto site consists of Svecofennian metasediments and plutonic 
rocks, 1800-1900 million years in age. Five successive ductile deformation phases have 
been defined. In total, 30 bedrock structures (R-structures) have been modelled at the 
site. Most of these represent steeply dipping fracture zones, but several sub-horizontal 
zones, gently dipping to the SE, have been identified (Vaittinen et. al, 2003). It is 
assumed that some of these structures are disturbed due to the excavation of the 
ONKALO.
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Figure 1-2. Location of seismic stations (squares) on the geological map of Olkiluoto.

The purpose of the microearthquake measurements at Olkiluoto is to improve 
understanding of the structure, behaviour and long term stability of the bedrock. The 
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observations give an opportunity to approximate in what extent and where the bedrock 
is disturbed, the stability of the rock facilty and the adjustment processes occurring in 
the surrounding rock mass. A further task is mapping of the disturbed weakness zones 
in the rockmass surrounding the excavated construction. 

Identification of active fracture zones is an essential element in a comprehensive study 
of potential hazards related to the spent nuclear fuel. The zones of weakness adjust 
releasing stresses and strains of the rock mass as well as they are the main paths of 
hydraulic flow in the bedrock. The movements occurring on these zones accumulate 
during the lifespan of the repository and possibly can cause changes in the stability, 
stress field and groundwater conditions of the rock mass. When the fracture zone model 
is presented together with the observed seismic events, active or unstable zones can be 
identified. The interpretation can bring out changes in the rock mass that, for example, 
may result to re-evaluation of certain water conducting zone and even further cause 
changes to final disposal facility layout. 

The bedrock model of Olkiluoto available in 2005 consists of lithological and structural 
models. To the appropriate extent, that information is included also in the seismic 
visualisation program JDi (Figure 1-3). The model is utilised in the interpretation of the 
seismic processes, for example, when active faults or volumes prone to seismic 
movements are identified and analysed. 

Figure 1-3. Geological model of the Olkiluoto (Jdi presentation). A bird eye view from 

SW. Grey = pegmatite, red = granite gneiss and green = diabase. Areas of mica gneiss 

are left white. Boreholes (red lines) and the ONKALO (yellow) are also presented. 
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The main purpose of annual reports is to support modelling of the rockmass surrounding 
the ONKALO. If possible, interpretation of the observed seismicity related to certain 
areas or weakness zones of the rock mass is presented. The annual reports include also 
descriptions of technical events, like changes in the configuration of the seismic 
network, technical failures occurred, etc. The reports can be utilised as a source material 
in further going seismic, geophysical and/or rock mechanical interpretations. 

The seismic monitoring also is part of the safeguards project of Radiation and Nuclear 
Safety Authority of Finland. Therefore all the observed explosions of the area are 
analysed and reported in the monthly reports. The results of the monthly reports are 
edited to the own interim safeguard reports by Posiva. 

1.2 Operation of the seismic network 

1.2.1 General 

The Posiva’s working report (Saari 2003) described the technical features of the Seismic 
network as they were at the end of March 2003. As the network and the site were new, 
the first year of operation was characterised by running in the system with various tests 
and tunings. The major changes made in instrumentation and operation of the seismic 
network, during the years 2002-2004, are described in the first annual report (Saari 
2005).

1.2.2 Instrumentation and data processing 

There have not been major changes in the basic operation of the network in 2005. 
Generally, the changes are related to normal operation of a seismic network. For 
example, when the local noise level is normal, the trigger value (see Saari 2003) is set to 
six at each of the stations. When local source of disturbances (like drilling machines, 
excavators, forest works, etc.) have appeared close to a certain station, higher triggering 
values up to eight has been used temporarily. 

Lightning damaged several radio frequency (RF) filters in the SAQS units in the 
summers 2002 and 2003. There were also indications that lightning has caused minor 
damage to some of the accelerometer elements, which exhibits as 50 Hz noise. 

In all of the seismic stations the cables between the sensors and the SAQS unit were 
isolated by an armour pipe, in June 2004. This reduced the 50 Hz noise from disturbed 
stations and improved the protection against further lightning. Small filter units were 
installed in the sensor lines to provide protection before the signal enters the SAQS unit. 
After the armour cable isolation and additional filter unit were installed, the blowing of 
the RF filters and damage to accelerometers due to lightning has been prevented, in 
2004 and 2005. It should be mentioned that the seismometers in Olkiluoto recorded 
over 500 noise pulses due to lightning, in July 2005. 

However, the damaged accelerometers in stations OL-OS1 (E-W component), OL-OS2 
(E-W and N-S), OL-OS5 (up-down) and OL-OS6 (E-W) are still contaminated with 50 
Hz noise, that lower the quality of recordings. In 2005, the quality of recordings has 
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remained the same, except in OL-OS6, where the noise has increased. The quality of 
recording could be improved by replacing the original sensors by new undamaged ones. 

The SAQS units control continuous data flow of the seismic sensors. When a pre-set 
trigger value is exceeded a potential seismic signal is recorded to its hard disk drive. 
The Olkiluoto site central PC has an option to accept only events that trigger a certain 
pre-set number of the sensors. In 2005, event was accepted, if at least three sensors have 
triggered. Because the seismic stations have one or two sensors, the event should be 
triggered at least in two or three seismic stations before it is interpreted to be a potential 
seismic event. 

When the event is detected, it is immediately emailed to the office PC in Vantaa, where 
it is automatically analysed. The location and magnitude of an event is determined when 
the email has arrived, basically in few minutes. The result of automatic analysis is 
uncertain and always verified manually. The decision of the seismic source (explosion 
or earthquake) is done by experienced analyst. 

Generally, the sampling rate applied in the seismic stations is 6000 Hz. The station OL-
OS8 has two quite different type of sensors. The three component accelerometers are 
designed for monitoring high frequency local signals, whereas the three component 1 
Hz sensors are designed to record lower frequencies from more distant events. Suitable 
sampling rates for them would be 6000 Hz and 500 Hz, respectively. As a compromise, 
the sampling rate of that station has been 1000 Hz. Typically, the seismic signals 
recorded by the 1 Hz sensors are longer than those recorded by the accelerometers. 

The sampling rate of 1000 Hz appeared to be slightly too low when the events from the 
ONKALO are concerned. The first arrival of the P-wave was not as sharp as the 
recordings of other accelerometers. Because OL-OS8 is the only station west from the 
ONKALO, inaccurate onset time of P-arrival was diluting significantly the quality of 
the event location. 

In the memory of the SAQS unit, there is a buffer of a certain length where the seismic 
event is recorded. Therefore the recordings have a maximum length, which depends on 
the sampling frequency. The maximum recording length would be 66, 16.5, 8.25 and 
2.75 seconds respectively for the sampling rates of 250 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and 6000 
Hz. When the buffer becomes full the event will be split into two triggers. The danger 
of high sampling rate is that the P-wave goes into the first trigger and the S-wave goes 
into the other trigger, which means that event is difficult to process.  

The sampling rate of OL-OS8 was set to 2000 Hz on 14.10.2005. This means that 
generally both P- and S-arrivals are recorded in the same buffer, if the event occurs less 
than about 65 km from the ONKALO. This is enough for monitoring the tectonic 
earthquakes in the ONKALO area, especially when the four new 1 Hz stations, installed 
in 2006, have sampling rate of 500 Hz. It is also assumed that regional events occurring 
further away from Olkiluoto are located by the Finnish and Swedish regional seismic 
networks. The benefit of this technical change is that it has clearly improved location 
accuracy in the ONKALO area. 

The field server has been located in Posiva’s office room. On 15.12.2005, it was moved 
to new control premises next to the underground characterisation facility (ONKALO). 
The reinstallation made the telephone lines shorter, which makes them less prone to 
failures. In addition, shorter data cables enable higher data transmission speed, which 
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reduce data acquisition times. That may be valuable, if activity in the area increases 
significantly, for example due to periods of earthquake sequences. 

1.2.3 Data availability  

Partial breaks in network operation, like failure of single station or component, are 
unavoidable in any continuous monitoring. However, those can lower the quality of 
operation, like the location accuracy of seismic events. Minimum number of stations 
needed for the event location is three. Now, when there are eight seismic stations in 
operation, temporal failure of one station has minor influence on the reliability of the 
operation or on the location accuracy. 

In Posiva’s seismic measurements, a special attention has been paid to reliable data 
recording and transmission. All detected events are stored in the field stations until they 
are safely transmitted to the site computer. The central site PC emails the recorded 
events to the office computer in Vantaa, where the recordings of the same origin are 
associated.

Events are associated in the Olkiluoto site computer in real time. If connection to one of 
the stations is failed, the recording of that station is not associated. However, generally 
the analysis can be based on the recordings of the remained sites. The unsent event stays 
several months in the hard disk drive of the SAQS and it can be downloaded to the 
office PC, if necessary.

The possibility of data loss due to failure of the site computer is reduced by the 
redundant hardware configuration. Practically, when the data has arrived to the 
Olkiluoto server, it cannot be lost. Between Olkiluoto and Vantaa the data management 
is based on internet technology. Email server keeps the seismic data until the office 
computer has received the data. For example, when the new email server was installed 
in Vantaa (20.-23.8.2005), the network was running normally, except that the data 
transmission and analysis was delayed few days. 

The whole chain of data management is checked every day by a test signal. The signal 
controls the prevailing status of the seismic sensors and the data flow from a single 
station to the office computer in Vantaa. If the test signal from any sensor is missing or 
looks unusual, the troubleshooting is started. This kind of procedure aims to keep 
operational breaks as short as possible. 

The network has operated nearly continuously. The total duration of network failures 
has been 8 hours 10 minutes (Table 1-2 and Figure 1-4). On 26.5.2005 occurred 10 
minutes long power failure in all stations. In June, there was electronic reinstallation 
work in process, in Olkiluoto. During the work, power was off several times in 
individual stations (Table 2-3). However, all the stations were off just once, in 
22.6.2005. The third failure of the network (6 h) occurred when the server was 
reinstalled to the new control premises in Olkiluoto.  
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Table 1-2. Operation breaks of the seismic network.  

Date duration Comment

26.5.2005 10 min Power failure 

22.6.2005 2 h Electrical reinstallation, power failure 

15.12.2005 6 h Reinstallation of the server 

Partial failures of the network, that just lower the quality of operation, are usually 
relates to a single station (Table 1-3 and Figure 1-4). Quite often they are caused by 
breaks in data or power cables related to different construction work conducted in the 
Olkiluoto area. Typical duration of the break is from few hours to few days. A complete 
network failure was close on 14.9.2005, when a heavy autumnal storm violated data 
connections in Olkiluoto, where only three of the stations (OL-OS3, OL-OS6 and OL-
OS8) had connection to the Olkiluoto server. 

Table 1-3. Partial failures of monitoring. 

Date Duration Comments Station number 

3.–11.1.2005 8 days Broken data cable. Construction works OS3 

2.–5.4.2005 3 days Data break. Loose cable connection OS4 

6.6.2005 2 hours Power failure. Electrical installations OS3 

10.6.2005 12 hours Power failure. Electrical installations OS2,OS6 and OS8 

28.6.2005 7 min Power failure. Electrical installations OS8 

2.–4.7.2005 2 days Modem failure. OS1 

17.8.2005 2 h 11 m Installation work of telephone lines OS7 

14.9.2005 1 hour Broken data connection. Autumnal storm OS1, OS2, OS4, 
OS5 and OS7 

12.–13.10.2005 1 d 2 h 30 m Power failure. Construction works OS7 

24.10.2005 2 h 30 m Broken data connection. Construction works OS6 

25.10.2005 3 hours Broken data connection. Construction works OS6 
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Figure 1-4. Operation times and breaks of the seismic stations, in 2005. Total network 

failures are pointed out in red colour. 
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1.3  Events recorded by the seismic network 

1.3.1 Uncertainties relating to measurements

Identification of an individual earthquake among the cluster of excavation blasts 
includes elements of uncertainty. The majority of the excavation induced seismicity 
(Type A) tends to occur very close, in time and space, to the latest excavation blast. 
These events occur often in swarms and their seismic signals are not representing a 
typical earthquake signal. They are associated with the “fracture-dominated” rupture. 
Type B events are temporally and spatially distributed throughout the active excavation 
region. They represent “friction-dominated” slip in existing shear zone such as faults or 
dikes and have source properties similar to tectonic earthquakes (Richardson & Jordan, 
2002). Type B events have many characteristic that make them easier to identify in 
comparison to type A events. 

 Accurate location of a seismic event is one of the key parameters of seismological 
interpretation. If location is incorrect, the subsequent seismological analysis is 
inaccurate. This requires repeated calibration of seismic velocity model during the 
course of excavation. The present velocity model (P-wave velocity Vp = 5600 m/s and 
S-wave velocity Vs=3250 m/s) based on studies conducted in the study area (e.g. Front 
et al. 2001 and Cosma et al. 1996) seems to give rather good results within the network 
and the volume called the seismic ONKALO block. The seismic ONKALO block is a 2 
km *2 km *2 km cube surrounding the ONKALO. It is assumed that all the excepted 
excavation induced events occur within this volume.  

The software accepts just one P-wave and S-wave velocity. Generally, the above 
mentioned model is used for all stations, but each station can have its own model. For 
example, when one of the stations is behind a fracture zone, lower velocities can be 
used for that station. 

Outside the network the location accuracy is not as good as inside or close to it. 
Specially, the depth estimate is inaccurate. That can be improved when higher seismic 
velocities are applied for the distant events. Higher P-wave velocities, from 5800 m/s to 
6000 m/s, correct the depth estimate of distant explosions close to the surface. However, 
this correction should be done one by one for all the distant events in order to get the 
exact depth estimate.  

The established practice is that the above mentioned velocities are used generally. When 
something special is discovered, like potential earthquake or exceptional location, the 
velocity model is changed for that event.  

The blasting work is generally detonated in sequences. Usually, that means that the S-
phases are hidden in the signals of blasts following each other and the event location is 
based only on P-onsets. The lack of S-onset dilutes the location accuracy. Similar 
problem is related to above mentioned type A events. They occur very close, in time 
and space, to the latest excavation blast and their mechanism is similar to explosions. S-
phases are difficult to distinguish. Therefore, a special attention is paid to the latest 
events of the blasting sequence. 
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1.3.2 General statistics 

Altogether 3881 (Figure 1-5) events and 365 daily test signals have been recorded, in 
2005. The number of rejected events was 1722. Those recordings were caused by 
lightning (e.g. in July), coincident artificial noise (vehicles, visitors, construction work, 
forest work, etc.) and natural noise (e.g. wind shaking trees or strong waves hitting the 
shoreline) or by a combination of those. The number of accepted events was 2159. The 
majority of those (1996 events) occurred inside the seismic ONKALO block. Outside 
the seismic ONKALO block 7.5 % (163 events) of the accepted events have been 
located. The majority of accepted events were explosions. Three of the events are 
microearthquakes, induced by the excavations of the ONKALO.  Those events are 
described more in details later in this report (Chapter 3.2.3). 
The result was expected, because 1) the monitored area is rather small, 2) it is located in 
area of low tectonic seismicity and 3) the access tunnel is still excavated rather close to 
the ground surface level. Observations of tectonic earthquakes are more likely when the 
network is expanded and when the monitoring time period is longer. Excavation 
induced earthquakes are expected at larger depths, where the stress is higher and 
specially, when excavation runs trough a weakness zone. During the period included in 
this report, the depth of the excavation has proceeded from 10 to 90 meters. 

Figure 1-5. Monthly statistic of the monitoring in the Olkiluoto area. 

The overall activity in the area has been rather constant (Figure 1-6). The average 
number of events is 166 per month. The increase of the cumulative number of events 
slows down few times (in March, July, end of September and end of December). The 
highest activity rates are of the order of 20-26 events per day.
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Figure 1-6. Events per day ( blue) and cumulative number of events (red) , in 2005. 

1.3.3 Observations in the Olkiluoto area 

The events located in the Olkiluoto area have been presented in Figure 1-7. The 
magnitudes range from ML = -2.1 to ML = 1.6. The events in the Olkiluoto area are 
clustered in certain areas although the pattern is slightly scattered.

The scattered pattern is sharpened, when the map of events is filtered by the number of 
triggers related to observed events (Figure 1-8). The number of events triggered by at 
least in 6 stations is 1668 and the magnitude range from is the same as in Figure 1-7. 

Some of the scattering outside the seismic network is caused by the velocity model 
designed for the ONKALO block (see Chapter 1.3.1). The estimated coordinates of the 
events are quite accurate inside the ONKALO block. Outside the block the location of 
seismic events is suggestive. Specially, the velocity model has influence on the depth 
estimates. For those events velocity model can be corrected to make it suitable for 
longer hypocentral distances. Figure 1-9 shows that a rather good velocity model has 
been found after the beginning of the year 2005. After February 2005, the depth 
estimate of distant events is more accurate.  
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Figure 1-7. Observed 2159 events in the Olkiluoto area, in 2005.The ONKALO block is 

presented by shading. The upper part of the ONKALO model, in the middle of the block, 

is coloured yellow. Seismic stations are shown as blue triangles. Events are coloured by 

time. The size of sphere is relative to the events magnitude. The size of the coordinate 

square is 1 km
2
.
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Figure 1-8. The observed events, when the minimum number stations used in the 

analysis is six. Event are coloured by date. 

Most of the activity in the area is related directly to the construction works of the 
ONKALO.  The explosions in the western part of the island can be associated with the 
construction works of the new nuclear power plant and some other new buildings (e.g. 
Posiva’s office building and the Visitor Centre of Teollisuuden Voima OY). Some of 
the blasting work is indirectly associated with the above mentioned major building 
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projects. Those are improvement and construction of the infrastructure in area, such as 
roads, parking area, water ways and cable conduits. The clustering north of the main 
road is related to the crushing area of the excavated rock material. The chain of 
epicentres by the road, SE of the ONKALO, is related to the groundwork of the 
accommodation facilities. There are also smaller buildings under construction in the 
area. Indications of illegal or inappropriate works by outside actor, which would have 
influence on the safety of the ONKALO, cannot be found.

Figure 1-9. Cross section of the events of Figure 1-8 from south. The difference of 

location accuracy inside and outside the ONKALO block is demonstrated.

1.3.4 Seismic ONKALO block 

1.3.4.1  Explosions 

The explosions (1993 events, ML = -2.1…0.34) located inside the e seismic ONKALO 
block are presented in Figure 1-10. In addition to some individual explosions, there are 
few clusters of epicentres located at the surface of the block. At the western side, by the 
cost, the explosions are related to the construction work of the new Visitor Centre. The 
chain of epicentres by the road, in the West, is associated to the construction works of 
local infrastructure. The epicenters by the road, in the south eastern part of the block, 
are related to the groundwork of the accommodation facilities. Some surface facilities 
are built also at surface above the ONKALO itself. Those can be seen more clearly in 
Figure 1-11. 
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Figure 1-10. Explosions (1993 events) inside the seismic ONKALO block, in 2005. 

Depth in colours (negative value above the sea level).  Distance between gridlines is 

100 m. 
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Figure 1-11. The located explosions of the ONKALO area, when the minimum number 

of stations  used in  the analysis is six (1561 events). Distance  between gridlines  is  

100 m.

The excavation blasts coincide nicely with the Posiva’s computer model of the 
ONKALO. It should be noted that the crosscut to the other ventilation drift is not 
presented in the model. It should be NW of the other ventilation crosscut perpendicular 
to the long straight. In Figure 1-11, the location of the crosscut can be approximated by 
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the hypocenters at the depth of about 90 m (red colour). However, some variation of the 
location accuracy can be seen. For example, along the northern straight the accuracy is 
generally rather good, but in the north-western curve the epicenters are more scattered. 
That variation can be related to variation on network geometry as well as variation on 
seismic wave velocities in different locations of the excavation. 

In vertical direction the location accuracy is not as good as horizontally (Figure 1-12), 
because all the stations are at surface. The lack of underground stations makes the 
location procedure unstable in vertical direction. Small changes in P- or S-onset pick 
may change the event depth strongly. Generally, the events locations tend to be above 
the real location. As in horizontal direction, site dependent variation can be seen in also 
vertical location accuracy. 

Figure 1-12. Cross section of the explosions inside the seismic ONKALO block from 

south. The arches of tunnel curves are included in order to illustrate the dimensions of 

the tunnel relative to the location accuracy. 

The possibility to excavate an illegal access to the ONKALO, have been concerned 
when the safeguards are discussed. In that context, a concept of hidden illegal 
explosions, detonated at the same time as the real excavation blasts, has been presented.  
According to the experience gained in Olkiluoto, it can be concluded that, as long the 
seismic network is in operation and the results are analysed by a skilled person, it is 
practically impossible to do so. In 2005 there are several examples of legal explosions 
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performed close in time and space. For instance, Figure 1-13a shows how the 
excavations proceed along the access tunnel, in the beginning of January 2005. Then the 
excavations continue in two different places: in the access tunnel and in the ventilation 
drift. Figure 1-13b shows that simultaneous explosions detonated within six seconds 
(28.1.2005 at 13:37 UTC) in these two places can be distinguished. The origins of such 
kind of the events are always checked from the blast register of the ONKALO project. 

  a) 

  b) 

Figure 1-13. a) Explosions recorded by at least six stations, in January 2005. Date in 

colours. b) All events occurred on 28.1.2005 at 13:57:19-13:57:25 colour coded with 

number of stations used in location. 
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1.3.4.2  Excavation induced earthquakes 

In 2005 there occurred three excavation induced earthquakes (Table 1-4). Those events 
are reanalysed since the monthly report of September 2005. All events (ML = -0.6-0.0) 
occurred when the excavation preceded trough the hydraulic structure R19A (Vaittinen 
et al. 2003). The structure is composed of few hydraulic fractures and it is not an actual 
weakness zone.  However, R19A seems to have reacted to the basting. Locations of the 
events are presented in Figure 1-14.

The seismological data processing software (Jmts) of ISS International calculates 
numerous parameters characterising the seismic event. However, displacement related 
to an earthquake is not included in the list of output parameters. In Table 1-4, the peak 
slip (Û), or dislocation across the fault is calculated from (Eshelby 1957):  

  Û = 1.1 r/µ
The values of stress drop ( ) and source radius (r) are routinely calculated by Jmts. 
Shear modulus (µ) is a function of S-wave velocity (Vs=3250 m/s) and density ( =
2700 kg/m3):
  Vs = (µ/ )1/2 . 
Estimated peak slip values are 3 - 72 µm, i.e. clearly less than one mm. In source 
calculations, the fault area is approximated by a circle. Radiuses of the faults are from 6 
to 14 meters. That parameter gives an impression of the dimensions of the disturbed or 
moved rockmass.  

Table 1-4. Excavation induced earthquakes, in 2005. Loc. Err = location error, Mag 

Loc = local magnitude, r = estimated radius of the seismic source, peak slip = 

dislocation across the fault and No of Acc = number of recordings used in analysis. 

No Date Origin  

Time  

(UTC)

North

(m)  

East

(m)  

Depth

(m)  

Loc.

Err.

(m)  

Mag

Loc

Seismic 

Mom. 

(log10)  

r

(m) 

Peak 

slip

(µm) 

No.

of  

Acc.

1 26.9.2005 20:47:13.4 6792024.00 1526062.62 -100.6 0.0 -0.6 2.35 14.4 3 3 
2 27.9.2005 14:23:02.7 6792015.00 1526095.75 -66.8 2.6 +0.1 3.73 9.4 72 8 
3 29.9.2005 08:24:02.4 6792008.50 1526088.25 -65.5 2.1 -0.4 2.90 6.0 38 6 

In the ONKALO site, a blasting sequence of one round takes six seconds. Generally, the 
majority of induced seismicity occurs immediately after blasting close to the location 
under excavation.

The first event (26.9.2005) occurred about 7 seconds of the last blast of the round. It 
was recorded only by three closest seismic stations (OL-OS6, OL-OS7 and OL-OS8) 
and therefore its location is inaccurate. More likely the true location is close to the place 
where the round was blasted. This interpretation is supported by the shape of the 
seismic signals. They do not look like signals from a tectonic type of earthquakes (Type 
B, Richardson & Jordan 2002), which are typical when events further away from the 
excavation are concerned. On the contrary, the recordings of those three stations look 
rather similar to the recordings of the other two events occurred close to the tunnel, in 
September 2005. 
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 a) 

 b) 

Figure 1-14. a) Excavation induced seismicity in 2005. The size of the sphere is relative 

to magnitude. Distance between gridlines is 100 m. b) View along the structure R19A 

(pink shading). The bottom line and the profile in the curves of the ONKALO are 

presented.
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The second event (27.9.2005) occurred about 8 seconds after a single correction blast 
and it was recorded at all eight seismic stations. The third event was located by six 
stations. It was an individual event that occurred over 9 hours after the preceding 
explosion. Hypocenters of the events 2 and 3 are in the location where the excavated 
ONKALO access tunnel crosses the structure R19A.  

The radiation pattern generated by an earthquake is characterised by axial symmetry. 
On the basis of seismic data, there always exist two mutually perpendicular fault planes, 
which can produce the same radiation pattern. This means that the plane geometry of 
the fault is not unambiguous. On the other hand, the stress field as given by the 
directions of the compression and tension can be determined unambiguously.  

The real and the auxiliary fault plane can be distinguished with the aid of additional 
information. The most unambiguous and reliable interpretation can be achieved by 
multievent analysis of the recordings. If a number of earthquakes are detected in a 
relatively limited area, the location accuracy can be improved by using different 
multievent location methods. The fault plane is determined by fitting a plane surface in 
the estimated clustering of hypocenters. This technique can also bring out faults that are 
possibly unidentified in geological studies. However, this kind of statistical approach 
calls for large number of seismic events. A less independent interpretation can be done 
when the other fault plane orientation coincides with the local bedrock model or with 
some other explanatory factors.  

The data processing software calculates fault plane solution in three different ways. The 
traditional double couple solution is based on P-wave polarities. The more sophisticated 
solutions (full moment tensor and pure double couple) are calculated in frequency 
domain. The polarity analysis is also included in those solutions. Generally, double 
couple solutions are suitable when the true mechanism includes a shear on a surface. 
But, if the event locates close to an opening, including possibly volume change, then the 
solution based on full moment tensor would be more illuminating. 

In order to get a reliable fault plane solution, it is necessary that the configuration of 
sensors around the source is good enough. That is not as urgent when double couple 
solution is concerned, since there are less free parameters to invert from the data 
compared to the calculations in frequency domain. Due to the above mentioned reasons, 
Jmts was not able to calculate fault plane solution for the event 26.9.2005. For the event 
occurred on 27.9.2005 solutions were calculated, but the quality index of the solutions 
in frequency domain was not good. For the last event (29.9.2005) a double couple 
solution was calculated.  The configuration of sensors around the source was not good 
enough for other methods. 

The fault plane solutions can be calculated automatically when the event is located. 
Automatic determination of the P-wave polarity at a station is very difficult and not 
always accurate. It is necessary to check polarity of each stations manually when focal 
mechanism or moment tensor are calculated. For the event of 27.9.2005 the automatic 
analysis was accepted, but for the event of 29.9.2005 an alternative interpretation was 
done. The polarity of the station OL-OS4 was uncertain and it was changed manually 
from negative to positive. Both alternative solutions of the 29.9.2005 event are 
discussed below. The orientation of compression and tension related to the earthquakes 
are presented in Figure 1-15 and in Table 1-5.
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Table 1-5. Orientation of compressional and tensional axes. Solution types: Dc = 

Double couple, Pdc = Pure double couple and Full tens = Full moment tensor solution. 

OS4+ = Polarity of OL-OS4 corrected to positive. The final choices are highlighted in 

yellow.

Date Solution

type

Compression

azimuth 

Compression

plunge

Tension

azimuth 

Tension

plunge

27.9.2005 Dc 115 44 258 40
27.9.2005 Pdc 342 -66 236 -7
27.9.2005 Full tens 320 -40 235 6
29.9.2005 Dc 4 10 233 75
29.9.2005 Dc(OS4+) 112 39 258 46

Figure 1-15. Orientation of compressional (thick blue line) and tensional (narrow 

green line) axes (see Table 1-5). The length of the vector is relative to plunge. Longer 

line indicate smaller plunge, i.e. more horizontal compression or tension. 

Figure 1-15 shows that, regardless of the solution type, the orientation of horizontal 
compression of the event 27.9.2005 is NW-SE. That is quite consistent with the 
orientation of the maximum in-situ stress field estimated in Olkiluoto (Posiva 2003a) 
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and in Finland. The estimates in Olkiluoto are about 90o, (hydraulic fracturing method) 
and about 120-130 o (overcoring method). According to all Finnish stress measurement, 
the maximum stress field lies between 90 – 135 o (Tolppanen & Särkkä 1999). Also the 
corrected solution of the 29.9.2005 event is consistent with the rest of the data, whereas 
the automatic solution gives anomalous orientation.  

Correct orientation of the stress field related to the earthquakes can be concluded when 
they are examined together with the fault planes in Table 1-6.  

The two ambiguous fault planes are represented by their strike, dip and plunge angles 
(Table 1-6). Strike is the angle at which the plane cuts the horizontal measured 
clockwise from north [0, 360].  Dip is the vertical angle at which the foot wall of the 
plane cuts the horizontal and ranges from 0 (horizontal) to 90 (vertical) degrees. Plunge 
(i.e. rake i.e. orientation of slip vector) is the angle (measured in the plane of the fault) 
at which the hanging wall moves relative to the foot wall with reference to the strike 
direction. It ranges between -180 and +180 degrees. A plunge of +90 degrees indicates a 
reverse fault and a plunge of -90 degrees a normal fault. 

Table 1-6. The ambiguous fault planes of the earthquakes 27. and 29.9.2005. Solution 

type: see Table 1-5. The final choices are highlighted in yellow.

Fault plane 1 Fault plane 2 

Date   Solution type strike dip plunge strike dip plunge 

27.9.2005 Dc 101 20 -174 6 88 -70 

27.9.2005 Pdc 126 56 118 351 43 -55

27.9.2005 Full tens 105 58 -154 1 68 -35

29.9.2005 Dc 260 36 71 104 56 104

29.9.2005 Dc(OS4+) 84 18 167 186 86 72 

There are six potential fault planes for the event 27.9.2005 and four potential fault 
planes for the 29.9.2005 available in Table 1-6. In this case there are not enough events 
for multievent analysis. However, the structure R19A can be utilised in decision-
making. The structure is gently dipping and the nearly horizontal fractures are running 
along the structure. On 27.9.2005, just one of the presented fault planes (highlighted in 
yellow in Table 1-6) has a dip angle (20o) that fits the structure. All the other candidate 
fault planes are too vertical (43o – 88o). On 29.9.2005, dip angles of 36o and 18o are 
possible, but the other two are not. The automatically produced solution was rejected, 
because the polarity of station OL-OS4 was not clear but more likely positive. In 
addition, it is more likely that the orientation of compressional axis is about the same as 
two days earlier nearby in the ONKALO and in Olkiluoto and in Finland, in general. 

The final fault plane solutions are presented in Figure 1-16. The selected fault planes are 
presented by filled square, where the length of the side is the same as the diameter of the 
estimated spherical fault. Also the corresponding auxiliary plane, plunge and the 
orientations of the compression and dilation are presented. Figure 1-17 show how well 
the determined fault planes coincide with the structure R19A.  
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Figure 1-16. Fault plane solution of the earthquakes occurred in 27. and 29.9.2005. 

Fault plane is presented by filled square and the auxiliary plane by open square. 

Orientations of compression (thick blue line) and tension (thin green line) are included. 

Slip direction of the hanging wall (plunge) is shown by yellow line pointing from the 

hypocenter. Spheres are relative to magnitude. 

The orientations of the compressional axis related to the selected fault planes are 115o

and 112o are consistent with the estimated maximum in-situ stress field in Olkiluoto and 
in Finland. 

In both earthquakes the horizontal movement is dominating and they can be classified 
as left lateral strike-slip faults. Slip vector show the direction of relative movement. In 
both cases the hanging wall has moved away from the ONKALO access tunnel or the 
footwall has moved towards the tunnel. Because the compressional axis is perpendicular 
to the access tunnel, i.e. an open space, it is reasonable to think that footwall has moved 
towards it. On 27.9.2005, the movement has been nearly perpendicular towards to 
ONKALO access tunnel. On 29.9.2005, that component seemed have been smaller than 
movement in the direction of the access tunnel wall.
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Figure 1-17. Fault planes of the earthquakes occurred in 27. and 29.9.2005. View 

along the structure R19A.
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2 GPS MEASUREMENTS 

2.1 Introduction 

The Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) has studied crustal deformations in co-operation 
with the Posiva Ltd. (previously Teollisuuden Voima, TVO). The studies have been 
made at the investigation areas, which were selected as candidates for the final disposal 
sites of spent nuclear fuel. The studies started in 1994, when a network of ten pillars for 
GPS observations was established at Olkiluoto. In 1995 the GPS networks of seven 
pillars were built at Kivetty and at Romuvaara. One pillar at each investigation area 
belongs to the Finnish permanent GPS network FinnRef  and are used for continuous 
GPS observations. 

The measurements started at Olkiluoto in 1995, while the first observations were carried 
out at Romuvaara and at Kivetty in 1996. The baselines between GPS pillars (0.5-3.5 
km) have been observed twice a year except the year 2000 because of high ionospheric 
activity. The studies are now concentrated at Olkiluoto, because the Government and 
the Parliament have ratified the decision, which enables to establish the final disposal 
site close to Olkiluoto nuclear power stations. After the decision, since 2002, 
observations were carried out at Kivetty and at Romuvaara once per year only. We have 
not finished the studies at these investigation areas, because those areas are the 
reference networks for Olkiluoto. The time series of the GPS observations provide the 
relative movements of the GPS pillars, which are then used to determine the local 
deformations. 

Every GPS pillar has two reserve markers. We determine regularly the distances and 
angles between the pillars and their control markers in order to check the stability of the 
concrete pillars. The measurements have been made using tacheometer in 2000, 2001 
and 2004.

According to the GPS analysis the lengths of all vectors deviate in some sessions 
systematically from the mean of all observations. The scale difference is mainly caused 
by errors in the ionosphere modelling. Because of this scaling problem we have 
established a 511 m long baseline for electronic distance measurement (EDM) between 
the pillars GPS7 and GPS8 at Olkiluoto. The distance has been measured with Kern 
ME5000 mekometer, which is the most accurate EDM instrument.  The owner of the 
mekometer is the Institute of Geodesy, Department of Surveying, Helsinki University of 
Technology. The Mekometer has been calibrated at the Nummela Standard Baseline 
every year to ensure the quality of the results. The electronic distance measurements 
have been performed during the GPS observations since 2002. By using the EDM 
observations to reduce the GPS results to the common scale may improve the reliability 
of the GPS results. 

In 2003 Posiva decided to expand the Olkiluoto GPS network to the north for 
monitoring possible crustal movements at an old fracture zone, which is going from 
NW to SE along Eurajoensalmi. Two new pillars were established in August 2003. 
They are located at Kuivalahti and at Iso Pyrekari. The distances from the permanent 
GPS station are about 8.5 and 4.8 km. The pillar GPS10 was destroyed when 
Teollisuuden Voima Oy started to build a new nuclear power station at Olkiluoto in the 
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end of year 2003. The pillar GPS10 was replaced with a new one located about 300 m 
to yhe west from the original pillar. 

GPS measurements are suitable to determine the horizontal deformations, but the 
accuracy of height determination is not adequate. The FGI started to determine possible 
vertical deformations at Olkiluoto with precise levelling in 2003. Leveling campaigns 
will be performed every second year and they will be reported in a separate working 
report (Lehmuskoski 2004 and 2006). 

2.2 Operations at the permanent GPS stations in 2005 

Three out of 13 FinnRef® GPS stations (Ollikainen et al., 2004), viz. Olkiluoto, 
Romuvaara, and Kivetty, are located in investigation areas of Posiva. They collect 
continuously GPS data with 30 second observing interval.

The data transfer has been made once a day via a modem connection expect from 
Olkiluoto, where we began to use an ADSL internet connection with hourly data 
transfer in October 21, 2005. Occasionally there are one-day breaks in data caused by 
the errors in data transfer. Longer breaks are mostly caused by the thunderstorms that 
damege the receiver or the modem. In some cases the data are lost because of faulty 
telephone lines. In 2005 a break longer than 3 days occurred only in Kivetty where there 
was a break from May 17 to June 2. 

The GPS data are processed with Bernese 4.2 Software as described in Ollikainen et al., 
2004. The data are used in 24-hour sessions together with the IGS final orbits. Finally 
the daily solutions are combined into weekly solution. Nine years of GPS data of all 12 
GPS stations are included in our processing. In figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 we show the 
time series of Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara relative to Metsähovi. There exist 
some erroneous values especially in the height component. The snow accumulating on 
the antenna radome leading to bad ambiguity resolution or/and bad troposphere 
estimation can explain this behavior. We solved for trends from the coordinate time 
series by fitting iteratively for the trend with least squares. At each iteration round the 
coordinates with residuals larger than 14 mm were rejected. The rejection value is twice 
the root-mean-square scatter in summer solutions (April to October) for Kevo, the 
furthermost station from Metsähovi. Iteration was continued until the change rates did 
not change from the previous iteration round.  

Time series have an obvious annual periodicity, which can be seen on the periodograms 
on the left columns of the Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3. This behaviour was discussed more 
detailed in Ollikainen et al., 2004. The velocity components for Olkiluoto, Kivetty and 
Romuvaara are summarized in the Table 2-1. Compared to the previous report we 
notice, that one extra year of data did not change the rates. Mainly all the rates changed 
less than 0.04 mm/a. Only the height rate of Romuvaara changed slightly more, namely 
0,24 mm/a. This can be explained with a larger scatter in the height component resulting 
from a longer baseline to the base station (Metsähovi) and ambiguous results on the 
winter seasons when the antennas may be covered by snow. Distance rates are due to 
the land uplift which increase all distances when the GPS network recedes from the 
center of the Earth.  
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Table 2-1. The relative movements in respect to Metsähovi IGS station from 10 years 
time series. 

Station North 
component 
(mm/a) 

East
component 
(mm/a) 

Height 
component 
(mm/a) 

Distance
rates (mm/a) 

Olkiluoto -0.50 0.02 -0.47 0.03 +2.28 0.06 +0.03 0.03 
Kivetty +0.17 0.03 -0.58 0.02 +1.20 0.08 +0.01 0.03 
Romuvaara +0.66 0.05 -0.95 0.03 -0.83 0.10 +0.16 0.05 
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Figure 2-1. Time series of Metsähovi-Olkiluoto vector components. Right: Series of 

baseline length, height, East and North components. Left: Periodograms of the time 

series.
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2.3 GPS operations at the local networks 

2.3.1 The local networks 

2.3.1.1  Olkiluoto network 

The Olkiluoto GPS monitoring network was established in 1994 (Chen and Kakkuri, 
1995). The original network (Figure 2-4) includes ten reinforced concrete pillars 
(GPS1-GPS10). The pillars stand on solid bedrock and according to geological studies 
they are located on different geological blocks. The distances between pillars are from 
0.5 to 3.5 km. The station GPS1 belongs to the Finnish permanent GPS network, 
FinnRef (Ollikainen et al. 1997) in which the abbreviation OLKI is used for the station. 
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In 2003 Posiva decided to expand the Olkiluoto GPS network to the north for 
monitoring possible crustal movements at an old fracture zone, which is going from 
NW to SE along Eurajoensalmi. Two new pillars were established in August 2003. 
They are located at Kuivalahti (GPS11) and at Iso Pyrekari (GPS12) 8.5 and 4.8 km 
away from the GPS station. 

The pillar GPS10 was destroyed in the end of year 2003 when Teollisuuden Voima Oy 
started to build a new nuclear power station at Olkiluoto. A new pillar GPS13 was 
established about 300 m west from the pillar GPS10 in August 2003. Previously the 
name GPS10B was used for the pillar (Ollikainen et al. 2004), but according to the 
recommendation by Posiva it was renamed in 2005. 

The construction work and different pillar types were described in Ollikainen et al.
2004.

Figure 2-4. The local GPS monitoring network at the investigation area of Olkiluoto.  

2.3.1.2   Kivetty and Romuvaara networks 

The networks at Kivetty and Romuvaara are described more detailed in annual report 
(Ahola et al., 2006). 

2.3.2 The measurement campaigns in 2005 

2.3.2.1  The measurements at Olkiluoto 

The local GPS monitoring network at Olkiluoto has been observed twice a year since 
1995 with the exception of the year 2000 (Chen and Kakkuri, 1996, 1997 and 1998, 
Ollikainen and Kakkuri, 1999 and 2000, Ollikainen et al. 2001, 2002 and 2004, Ahola 
et al. 2005). 

As in the previous years two GPS measurement campaigns were carried out at Olkiluoto 
in 2005. The first measurements were performed on 6-11 April (Figure 2-5) and the 
second one on 4-10 October (Table 2-2). 
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The session I includes observations at the pillars GPS1, GPS4, GPS5, GPS6, GPS7, 
GPS8, GPS9 and GPS13 in both campaigns. The GPS equipments were moved from the 
pillars GPS4 and GPS7 to the pillars GPS2 and GPS3 for the session II.

Figure 2-5. The GPS measurement at Olkiluoto (GPS6). (Photograph J. Ahola 2005.) 
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Table 2-2. Observation sessions for the GPS measurements at Olkiluoto in 2005. 

Campaign Session 

2.3.2.1.1.1  Observation 

day

Observation 

  Calendar day GPS 

day

windows (UT) 

I / 2005 I 6 April 096 10.00-24.00 
  7 April 097 0.00-10.00 
 II 8 April 098 8.00-24.00 
  9 April 099 0.00-11.00 
 III 9 April 099 15.30-24.00 
  10 April 100 0.00-24.00 
  11 April 101 0.00-13.30 

II / 2005 I 7 October 280 9.00-24.00 
  8 October 281 0.00-10.00 
 II 9 October 282 9.00-24.00 
  10 October 283 0.00-10.00 
 III 4 October 277 14.00-24.00 
  5 October 278 0.00-24.00 
  6 October 279 0.00-24.00 
  7 October 280 0.00-5.00 

The session III includes only the observations at the permanent station GPS1 and two 
new pillars GPS11 at Kuivalahti and GPS12 at Iso Pyrekari. It was not possible to make 
observations at Iso Pyrekari island in spring 2005. During the campaign the ice 
condition and stormy weather made it impossible to reach Iso Pyrekari by boat. The 
substitutive measurements were not carried out later because the pillar is located at the 
nature reserve, which is not allowed to be accessed after the bird nesting on Mid April.

The observations were made using seven Ashtech Z-12 receivers equipped with Dorne 
Margolin-type choke ring antennas (Table 2-3). Same antennas were used at the stations 
in previous campaigns. The observations at Iso Pyrekari (GPS12) and Kuivalahti 
(GPS11) were made using Ashtech Z GPS receivers, which have larger memory.  
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Table 2-3. The GPS equipments used at Olkiluoto in 2005. 

 I / 2005 II / 2005  

2.3.2.1.1.2  Station

Receiver

S/N

Receiver

S/N

Antenna 

S/N

GPS1* 03176 03176 321 

GPS2 03398 03436 11761 

GPS3 03436 03398 11959 

GPS4 03398 03436 11761 

GPS5 04293 LP00164U 11988 

GPS6 LP01087 LP01087 11772 

GPS7 03436 03398 11959 

GPS8 04098 04108 11963 

GPS9 LP00106U 04293 11770 

GPS11 04098 ZR20001907 11754 

GPS12 - ZR20000701 11194 

GPS13 LP01092 04300 11754 

*Permanent station 

2.3.2.2  The measurements at Kivetty and Romuvaara 

The measurements in Kivetty and Romuvaara are described more detailed in annual 
report (Ahola et al., 2006). 

2.4 Data analysis of the local networks 

2.4.1 GPS computation 

The GPS computation has been made using Bernese software. The campaigns until 
2003 were processed using version 4.0 (Rothacher and Mervart 1996) and 4.2 
(Hugentobler et al. 2001). A new Bernese version 5.0 ( Hugentobler et al. 2004) was 
used for computations since 2004, when the computation environment was changed 
from Linux to Windows. 

The observations were processed using the same principles as in the previous 
computations: 

Observations were processed using independent L1 and L2 observations, rather than 
any linear-combinations, in order to obtain lower measurement noises and smaller 
effects of multipath errors. 

The ionospheric refraction was modelled and L1 and L2 observations were corrected 
with the estimated ionospheric models in order to remove the absolute scale errors 
resulting from the ionospheric refraction.

A global standard atmospheric model, which approximately represents the 
atmospheric conditions at the observation time, was used to correct the tropospheric 
refraction in order to remove the scale errors. Local tropospheric parameters were 
solved in the final solution in order to obtain an unbiased estimation of the height 
component. 
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The Bernese GPS software version 5.0 is slightly different than the earlier versions. 
However, the computation procedure is the same as earlier. The formulas and 
algorithms are basically the same, but they have some improvements. We compared the 
differences between results of Bernese versions 4.0 and 5.0 in the previous working 
report (Ahola et al. 2005). The comparison proves that the versions are compatible and 
it is not necessary to recompute campaigns. 

However, we have noticed that GPS solutions may be biased by scale errors (Ollikainen 
and Kakkuri, 1999). This scale error is mainly caused by errors in ionosphere 
modelling. We decided to reprocess all campaigns of Olkiluoto since 1995 using 
Bernese version 5.0, because the new version may determine ionosphere and 
troposphere parameters better than earlier. 

The lengths of the baseline GPS1-GPS2, which have been computed with versions 4.0 
and 5.0, are shown in Figure 2-6. The example shows, that the results are almost 
identical.

The results of the GPS computation of campaigns in 2005 are given in Appendices I-III 
and VI-IX. 
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Figure 2-6.  Comparison of the Bernese software versions 5.0 and 4.0. The results of 

the vector GPS1-GPS2 at Olkiluoto are almost identical. Both change rates are –0.20 

mm/a  0.05 mm/a.

2.4.2 Change rates of the baselines 

The local networks at each investigation area has been measured several times since 
1995: we have had twenty campaigns at Olkiluoto and fourteen campaigns at Kivetty 
and Romuvaara. The time series enable to determine the change rates for the baselines. 
The change rates were computed as in previous campaigns (Ollikainen et al. 2004).

The accuracy of the GPS determinations depends on how well scale-effecting factors 
have been eliminated. In some cases the estimation of an ionosphere model can be 
difficult, or even impossible. The errors in the ionosphere modelling affect to the 
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resulting baseline lengths, like a scale error, which was clearly explained already in 
Ollikainen and Kakkuri, 1999. Because of a possible scale bias the observations were 
scaled with a scale factor, which is computed comparing the results to the mean of all 
observations. The determination of the scale factor was explained in detail in Ollikainen 
et al. 2004. 

The results are given in Table 2-4.

One third of the baselines at Olkiluoto have statistically significant change rates at the 
confidence level of 95% (Table 2-4). However, all rates are smaller than  0.22 mm/a. 
The rates have diminished year after year when the time series has grown longer and the 
determination of the chance rates has become more reliable. The scaled change rates 
indicate that the pillar GPS2 is moving, which is not clear according to the unscaled 
change rates. The most significant change rate is between the pillars GPS1 and GPS8 
(Figure 2-7).  
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Table 2-4. Change rates of 36 baselines at Olkiluoto. The change rates and estimated errors are obtained 
from least squares solutions from the results of twenty measurements performed in 1995-2005. The 

change rates were computed using both unscaled and scaled vector lengths. Baselines with statistically 
significant change rates are highlighted. 

No scale correction Scale correction added 

Baseline Change 
rate

St. dev. Length of the 
baseline at 

St. dev. Change 
rate

St. dev. Length of the 
baseline at 

St. dev. 

    zero epoch    zero epoch  

 (mm/a) (mm/a) (1995.0) (mm) (mm/a) (mm/a) (1995.0) (mm) 

GPS1-GPS2 -0.19 0.05 1355862.99 0.30 -0.22 0.04 1355863.14 0.25

GPS1-GPS3 -0.01 0.06 1006191.89 0.36 -0.03 0.05 1006192.00 0.32

2.4.2.1.1.1.1.1.1
PS1-GPS4 0.18 0.05 643446.91 0.31 0.17 0.05 643446.97 0.33

GPS1-GPS5 0.03 0.07 1131621.26 0.42 0.01 0.05 1131621.38 0.35

GPS1-GPS6 0.10 0.03 1264824.59 0.21 0.07 0.04 1264824.73 0.24

GPS1-GPS7 0.11 0.03 1482992.56 0.17 0.08 0.04 1482992.69 0.25

GPS1-GPS8 0.22 0.03 1594500.60 0.21 0.19 0.04 1594500.77 0.27

GPS1-GPS9 0.09 0.03 2343595.30 0.20 0.04 0.04 2343595.58 0.27

GPS2-GPS3 -0.04 0.07 1609847.52 0.44 -0.08 0.06 1609847.70 0.38

GPS2-GPS4 0.09 0.04 1856923.47 0.28 0.05 0.04 1856923.67 0.25

2.4.2.1.1.1.1.1.2
PS2-GPS5 -0.14 0.05 1477355.82 0.32 -0.17 0.04 1477355.95 0.26

GPS2-GPS6 -0.11 0.04 2436724.51 0.24 -0.16 0.04 2436724.78 0.27

GPS2-GPS7 -0.09 0.04 2811673.70 0.24 -0.14 0.04 2811674.01 0.26

GPS2-GPS8 0.03 0.05 2949496.39 0.32 -0.03 0.05 2949496.72 0.29

2.4.2.1.1.1.1.1.3
PS2-GPS9 -0.10 0.05 3649885.72 0.30 -0.17 0.04 3649886.12 0.25

GPS3-GPS4 0.14 0.06 756323.90 0.37 0.12 0.05 756323.98 0.35

GPS3-GPS5 0.05 0.10 2094203.97 0.65 0.01 0.08 2094204.19 0.53

GPS3-GPS6 0.05 0.06 2126842.83 0.40 0.01 0.05 2126843.05 0.33

GPS3-GPS7 -0.02 0.04 2073048.68 0.26 -0.06 0.04 2073048.91 0.26

GPS3-GPS8 0.13 0.05 1924578.57 0.36 0.09 0.05 1924578.78 0.35

GPS3-GPS9 -0.03 0.04 2914435.38 0.29 -0.09 0.04 2914435.72 0.25

GPS4-GPS5 0.15 0.07 1734651.99 0.46 0.11 0.06 1734652.18 0.38

GPS4-GPS6 -0.02 0.04 1418664.16 0.27 -0.04 0.04 1418664.31 0.26

GPS4-GPS7 -0.16 0.03 1317485.82 0.19 -0.18 0.04 1317485.96 0.24

GPS4-GPS8 -0.04 0.04 1216240.12 0.27 -0.07 0.05 1216240.23 0.29

GPS4-GPS9 -0.18 0.03 2165877.48 0.22 -0.22 0.04 2165877.73 0.27

GPS5-GPS6 0.06 0.03 1284565.74 0.20 0.04 0.03 1284565.88 0.22

GPS5-GPS7 0.14 0.05 1894752.50 0.32 0.11 0.04 1894752.71 0.25

GPS5-GPS8 0.18 0.06 2256070.28 0.37 0.14 0.04 2256070.55 0.24

GPS5-GPS9 0.12 0.05 2571611.24 0.32 0.07 0.03 2571611.53 0.21

2.4.2.1.1.1.1.1.4
PS6-GPS7 0.11 0.04 683009.54 0.28 0.09 0.04 683009.61 0.25

GPS6-GPS8 0.12 0.04 1157814.83 0.29 0.10 0.04 1157814.92 0.23

GPS6-GPS9 0.05 0.05 1290279.58 0.30 0.02 0.04 1290279.72 0.23

GPS7-GPS8 -0.05 0.04 511257.21 0.23 -0.06 0.04 511257.25 0.23

GPS7-GPS9 -0.01 0.03 868575.54 0.17 -0.03 0.02 868575.62 0.14

GPS8-GPS9 -0.15 0.04 1057915.55 0.25 -0.17 0.04 1057915.68 0.25
RMS: 0.05 0.31 0.04 0.28
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Figure 2-7. The most significant change rate (0.22 mm/a  0.03 mm/a) at Olkiluoto is 

between the pillars GPS1 and GPS8.

The GPS network at Kivetty is stable. None of the baselines has statistically significant 
change rate with and without scale correction. However, according to the unscaled 
observations the station GPS6 is moving, but there are not any signs about movements 
when we use the scale corrected observations. 

The investigation area at Romuvaara is also quite stable. There are only two baselines 
with statistically significant change rates. Both of these vectors are connected to the 
pillar GPS4. According to the results the pillas GPS4 is moving east. A probable 
explanation for the movement is the instability of pillar GPS4. We will measure the 
distances and angles between the pillar and control markers during the next years to 
ensure the reason of the movement. 

2.4.3 Change rates of the baselines from the pillar GPS13 at Olkiluoto 

The pillar GPS13 (earlier GPS10B) was established at in 2003 (Ollikainen et al. 2004).
We have observed it twice a year during sessions I and II since autumn 2003 (Tables 
2-2 and 2-3) and have made the computation together with other pillars (GPS1-GPS9). 
However, five measurements are not enough for reliable deformation studies. That is 
why we have studied the baselines from the pillar GPS13 separately. 

The determination of the change rates has been made using same principles as in the 
previous chapter, but it is not possible to determine scale corrections using only five 
observations. The results are given in the Table 2-5. The most of the standard deviations 
are much higher than the change rates, but there is one exception. The change rate 
0.30 mm/a  0.01 mm/a between the pillars GPS9 and GPS13 is statistically significant 
(Figure 2-8.), but we have to remember that the time series is still too short for reliable 
deformation analysis. 
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Table 2-5. Change rates of 9 baselines from the pillar GPS13 at Olkiluoto. The change 
rates and the estimated errors are obtained from least squares solutions of only five 

measurements performed in 2003-2005. Baseline with statistically significant change 

rate is highlighted. 

No scale correction 

Baseline Change
rate

St. dev. Length of the
baseline at 

St.
dev.

    zero epoch  
 (mm/a) (mm/a) (2003.0) (mm)

GPS1-GP13 0.04 0.14 2407027.77 0.20
GPS2-GP13 -0.15 0.37 3597908.05 0.55
GPS3-GP13 0.04 0.45 3159423.47 0.66
GPS4-GP13 -0.17 0.09 2406325.67 0.13
GPS5-GP13 -0.33 0.26 2326729.91 0.39
GPS6-GP13 0.02 0.18 1166024.02 0.27
GPS7-GP13 0.16 0.22 1126412.87 0.32
GPS8-GP13 0.18 0.27 1520688.80 0.39
GPS9-GP13 0.30 0.01 665040.19 0.02

RMS: 0.25 0.38
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Figure 2-8. The change rate of the baseline GPS9-GPS13 is statistically significant 

(0.30 mm/a  0.01 mm/a), but the time series is so short that the deformation analysis is 

not reliable. 

2.4.4 Horizontal velocities of the GPS stations at Olkiluoto 

The analysis of the change rates is based on the vectors lengths, which have been 
computed using 3-dimensional coordinates of each measurement campaigns. The 
change rates represent only deformations between pillar pairs. If we want to know how 
the different GPS stations are moving against each other, we have to study the plane 
coordinates of the campaigns and confirm that all coordinates are located in a common 
coordinate system. 

At first we selected the coordinates of the stations obtained in autumn 2005 (session 
2005.75) as a reference session. All other coordinate sets were transformed to this 
session using 7-parameter Helmert transformation. The transformation parameters of the 
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coordinate differences of the origins and the rotation angles around the coordinate axes 
were solved by the least squares method from the coordinates obtained in different 
sessions. The scale factor was not solved. This means that the results represent the same 
situation as the change rates in Table 2-6, which were obtained with unscaled 
observations.

Because the horizontal movements are the main interest, the 3-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinates in common coordinate system were transformed into ellipsoidal 
coordinates, which were projected to plane coordinates using Gauss-Krüger projection. 
The conversion from ellipsoidal coordinates to plane coordinates was done using the 
GRS-80 ellipsoidal parameters. In order to minimize the projection errors the 21º 
central meridian was used in the projections. 

The components of the station velocities according to the permanent station (GPS1) 
were computed by linear regression from the plane coordinates obtained from the 
different sessions. The linear regressions were made separately for the N- and E-
coordinates of the pillars. The results are given in Table 2-6 and illustrated in Figure 2-
9.

Table 2-6. The horizontal velocities of the GPS stations in mm/a with respect to the 

permanent GPS station (GPS1) at Olkiluoto. The velocities and the estimated errors are 

obtained from least squares solutions of measurements performed in 1995-2005. The 

stations with statistically significant velocities are highlighted.

 North component  East component  
Station Velocity 

[mm/a] 
St.dev.
[mm/a] 

Velocity 
[mm/a] 

St.dev.
[mm/a] 

GPS1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
GPS2 0.039 0.035 -0.197 0.039 

GPS3 0.055 0.056 -0.091 0.040 
GPS4 0.124 0.048 -0.246 0.024 

GPS5 -0.031 0.066 -0.017 0.043 
GPS6 -0.032 0.042 -0.102 0.039 
GPS7 0.109 0.022 -0.087 0.029 

GPS8 0.079 0.029 -0.213 0.041 

GPS9 0.111 0.021 -0.075 0.032 
RMS: 0.40 0.34
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Figure 2-9. The horizontal velocities of the GPS stations at Olkiluoto with respect to the 

permanent GPS station (1).Numbers refer to GPS-station numbers, i.e. number 1 is 

GPS1, 2 is GPS2, etc.

According to deformation analysis there are five stations, which have statistically 
significant velocities at Olkiluoto. The pillars GPS2, GPS4 and GPS8 are mainly 
moving to the west with respect to the permanent GPS station (GPS1). The pillar GPS7 
has the velocity to the north-west and the pillar GPS9 is moving northwards. The local 
velocity components are small but taking into account the standard deviations, the 
largest velocity components seems to be reliable (max. velocity - 0.25 mm/a ± 0.025 
mm/a).

2.4.5 Computation and results of the stations GPS12 and GPS13 at Olkiluoto 

The pillars GPS11 at Kuivalahti and GPS12 at Iso Pyrekari were established at in 2003 
(Ollikainen et al. 2004). The stations GPS11 and GPS12 were measured twice a year 
since autumn 2003. We have five measurements at these stations now except to the 
station GPS12, where it was not possible to observe during spring 2005. 

Earlier the measurements have been computed using same principles as in the 
computation of the original network (Ahola et al. 2005). We decided to change a 
computation strategy and compute all measurement again, because we have other 
deformation measurements at Satakunta also (Ahola and Poutanen 2006). We wish to 
combine the observations at the same pillars in both campaigns, what is why we have to 
use the same computation strategy, too. 

The observations have been processed using Bernese software version 5.0. The main 
difference between earlier computations and a new strategy is the ionosphere modelling. 
The new computation has been made without ionosphere models. The ambiguities have 
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been solved baseline by baseline using QIF method. Previously resolved ambiguities are 
introduced to the final solution using ionosphere free L3 linear combination. 

The results of the measurement in 2005 are given in Appendixes IV-V.

The pillar GPS11 has been measured five times, while the pillar GPS12 only four times 
(not in spring 2005). The lengths of the observed vectors are between 4.8 and 11.6 km. 
The time series is still too short for reliable deformation studies. However, the change 
rates of the vectors are given in Table 2-7. The standard deviations are almost same size 
as the change rates. According to the first measurements the baseline GPS11-GPS12 is 
shortening, but we need more measurements to reveal, if the deformation is real.  

Three measurements are not enough to make reliable deformation analysis. We need at 
least a few years longer time series before we can give any change rates for these 
baselines. The observed distances between the new stations and the permanent GPS 
station in 2003 and 2004 are given in Table 2-7. 

Table 2-7. Change rates of the baselines from the pillars GPS11 and GPS12 at 

Olkiluoto. The change rates and the estimated errors are obtained from least squares 

solutions of only five or four (GPS12) measurements performed in 2003-2005. Baseline 

with statistically significant change rate is highlighted.

No scale correction 

Baseline Change
rate

St. dev. Length of the
baseline at 

St.
dev.

    zero epoch  
 (mm/a) (mm/a) (2003.0) (mm)

GPS1-GP11 -0.64 0.31 8478268.81 0.46
GPS1-GP12 -0.47 0.37 4817826.51 0.52
GP11-GP12 -0.78 0.19 11574239.62 0.27

RMS: 0.30 0.43

2.5 EDM baseline at Olkiluoto 

2.5.1 Background 

We have noticed that GPS solutions may be significantly biased by scale errors 
(Ollikainen and Kakkuri, 1999). This systematic scale error is mainly caused by errors 
in ionosphere modelling. The scale error has varied from –0.4 to +0.4 ppm at Olkiluoto. 
However in 2002 measurements at Romuvaara it was as large as +1.8 ppm. 

The FGI and Posiva decided to establish a baseline for electronic distance 
measurements (EDM), because of this scaling problem of GPS observations. The 
baseline was established between pillars GPS7 and GPS8 in 2002. 

Accuracy of high precision EDM is about (0.2 mm + 0.2 ppm) (1 ). The estimated 
accuracy for GPS is about  0.8 mm (1 ) obtained at the micronetworks of Posiva. 
According to these figures EDM is more accurate than GPS when the baselines are as 
short as at Olkiluoto. The EDM baseline is measured simultaneously with the GPS 
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measurement. The scale factor problem is expected to be solved by deriving the uniform 
scale for the GPS observations using the EDM results. 

2.5.2 Electronic distance measurements 

A Kern ME5000 mekometer is the most accurate EDM instrument, which is suitable for 
fieldwork. The mekometer of the Institute of Geodesy, Department of Surveying, 
Helsinki University of Technology was used in the baseline measurements. We have 
calibrated the mekometer at the Nummela Standard Baseline at least once a year and the 
results are given in Certificates of Calibration of the National Standards Laboratory of 
the Finnish Geodetic Institute (Table 2-8). 

Table 2-8. Mekometer calibrations at Nummela Standard Baseline in 2005. 

Year Date Certificate of 
Calibration 

2005 May 2 and 4 21 / 2005 
 August 8 and 28 29 / 2005 

The EDM baseline at Olkiluoto has been measured twice a year during the both GPS 
measurement campaigns since 2002. The first measurements in 2005 were performed on 
April 10-11 and the second measurements on October 5-6. We observed three times ten 
single distances from both observation pillars during the campaigns as in the previous 
years (Figure 2-10). 

The weather observations were made with calibrated instruments at the mekometer site 
and at the reflector site. Dry and wet temperatures have been observed with 
psychrometers and air pressure with aneroids (Table 2-9).
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Figure 2-10. The mekometer Kern ME5000 at the pillar GPS8 during 

baseline observation on October 2005. (Photograph T. Ahola 2005.) 

Table 2-9. The equipments at the mekometer and at the reflector sites. 

 Equipment at the 
mekometer site 

Equipment at the 
reflector site 

Kern Mekometer ME5000 S/N 357094 - 
Kern prism reflector - S/N 374414 
Thies Clima psychrometer S/N 6530 / 6540 S/N 6544 / 6527 
Thommen Hoehenmesser aneroid S/N 120413 S/N 126533 
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2.5.3 Computation 

The results of mekometer measurements depend on weather conditions. Therefore, a 
computation strategy is to compute first velocity corrections according to weather 
conditions for observed distances. The result is a mean of corrected distances with 
standard error. The computation and used formulas were given in Ollikainen et al. 2004. 

2.5.4  Results 

The results of electronic distance measurements at the baseline GPS7-GPS8 are the 
means of observed distances after the first velocity corrections. These values with 
standard errors (1- ) are given in the Table 2-10. In addition to the standard deviation, 
the standard uncertainty includes errors of the centring and the adjusting of the 
instruments (  0.1 mm), the calibration of the instruments (  0.1 mm) and the 
determination of the refraction correction (  0.1 mm).

Table 2-10. The space distances between the pillars GPS7-GPS8 measured by the GPS 

and the Kern Mekometer ME5000. The mean of the GPS observations includes 20 

measurement campaigns since 1995. 

Measurement Distance 
(mm) 

Standard 
deviation (mm) 

Total standard 
uncertainty (mm) 

Certificate of 
Calibration 

Mean of GPS obs. 511256.9  0.5 - - 
Apr 28 2002 511256.4  0.3  0.3 5 / 2002 

Oct 12-13 2002 511255.7  0.1  0.2 9 / 2002 
Apr 26-27 2003 511256.1  0.1  0.2 5 / 2003 
Oct 11-12 2003 511256.6  0.1  0.2 19 / 2003 
Apr 4-5 2004 511256.5  0.1  0.3 19 / 2004 
Oct 9-10 2004 511255.9  0.1  0.2 20 / 2004 

Apr 10-11 2005 511256.1  0.3  0.3 20 / 2005 
Oct 5-6 2005 511256.1  0.2  0.3 32 / 2005 

The electronic distance measurements are traceable to the definition of the metre 
through the Nummela Standard Baseline, which has been measured by the Väisälä light 
interference method. The last interference measurement was performed in 1996 (Jokela 
and Poutanen, 1998). Last mekometer calibrations in Nummela have been performed in 
2005. Procedures meet the requirements of the standards ISO 9001 and ISO 17025. The 
results are given also in Certificates of Calibration of the National Standards Laboratory 
of the Finnish Geodetic Institute. Since 2003 the results are given with extended 
uncertainty (2- ), which is two times total standard uncertainty. 

The comparison of the EDM and GPS results is given in Figure 2-11. Each EDM 
distance is shorter than the GPS result from same campaign. According to four years 
period GPS gives us on an average 0.64 mm longer distances between pillars GPS7 and 
GPS8 than EDM. That is over 1 ppm scale difference. 

The scale difference between GPS and Mekometer measurements is obvious, but we do 
not know yet, what is the reason for this behaviour. At first we thought that the different 
phase centre offsets of the GPS antennas can be an explanation. In fact that is why we 
use the same antennas at the pillars in every GPS campaign. We tested the effect of the 
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phase centre offsets to the GPS results in autumn 2005. Then we made extra GPS 
observations at the pillars GPS7 and GPS8.

The normal GPS measurement gives to us about 0.6 mm too long distance comparing 
the mekometer observations at the baseline. If the scale difference is caused by phase 
centre offsets of the GPS antennas, the distance should be 0.6 mm shorter than the result 
of mekometer, when we change the GPS antennas between pillars. That was not 
happened when we made the test measurements. The observed distance was even 0.9 
mm longer than the mekometer result. It proves that the reason of the scale difference 
must be elsewhere. 

According to eight measurements the shapes of the time series, which are computed 
with different methods, are very similar. That is very interesting, because it should 
mean that the obtained deformation is real, even if the distance changes back and forth. 
However, it is too early to make any specific conclusion. We need more studies and 
observations at the baseline and it is obvious that we will continue the electronic 
distance measurements simultaneously with GPS measurements. 
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Figure 2-11. The GPS and the EDM results from the baseline GPS7-GPS8. 

2.6 Control markers at Olkiluoto 

2.6.1 Background 

Each GPS pillar has two control markers. The benchmarks are founded in solid bedrock 
near the station. Because the benchmarks are used to determine the possible horizontal 
displacements of the pillars, the ideal location is such that the lines between the concrete 
pillar and the markers intersect in 90 degrees angle. The distances between pillars and 
control markers are from 4.5 m to 12.5 m. 

The Olkiluoto GPS network was expanded in 2003, when three new GPS pillars were 
built. In autumn 2004 we established control markers for pillars GPS11 and GPS13 
(Ahola et al. 2005). 
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The distances and angles between pillars and control markers were observed in 2001 
and 2004. The small differences between the campaigns in 2001 and 2004 prove that the 
concrete pillars have been stable during the measurement period (Ahola et al. 2005). 

We will continue the measurements at the reserve markers in three years intervals. The 
next measurement will be carried out in 2007. 

2.6.2 Control markers at Iso Pyrekari  

We established the control markers for the pillar GPS12 at Iso Pyrekari in 2005. The 
height of the pillar is only 0.5 m and because of that it should be very stable. However, 
we founded two benchmarks in solid bedrock near the pillar, because pack ice can cause 
damage for the concrete pillar during hard winter. 

We made the establishment and the measurements on July 23, 20045 at Olkiluoto 
(Figure 2-12). The distances between the concrete pillar and control markers were 
measured using the Distomat Wild DI2002 EDM instrument, S/N 180206. The 
horizontal and vertical angles were observed with the theodolite Theomat Wild T2002, 
S/N 346317. These instruments are owned by the FGI. 

The horizontal angles, distances and height differences between the control markers and 
the pillar GPS12 are given in Table 2-11.

Table 2-11. The horizontal angles and distances and height differences from 

tacheometer measurement between the control markers (A,B) and the concrete pillar 

(O) at the station GPS12, Iso Pyrekari.

Horizontal O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A 
angles (gon) 36.1645 40.4604 123.3746 
Horizontal AB AO BO 

distances (m) 18.9935 12.0803 10.9484 
Height AB AO BO 

differences (m) 0.1252 0.6550 0.5298 
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Figure 2-12. The distances between pillars and reserve markers were measured using 

the Distomat Wild DI2002 EDM instrument. The horizontal and vertical angles were 

observed with the theodolite Theomat Wild T2002. (Photograph T. Ahola 2005.) 

Figure 2-13. The determinations of the azimuths have been made using GPS 

observations. (Photograph J. Ahola 2004.)
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2.6.3 Coordinates of the reserve markers and the GPS stations 

We have observed the orientations of the reserve markers during the angle and distance 
measurement, too. The determinations of the azimuths have been made using GPS 
observations (Figure 2-13.). All stations at Olkiluoto have been measured in 2004 and 
2005.

Using those measurements and the coordinates of the GPS pillars (Ollikainen et al.

2001) we can compute the coordinates for the reserve markers in the National Grid 
Coordinate system (KKJ). The coordinates are given in the Table 2-12. The internal 
accuracy of the coordinates is about ± 2 mm. The orthometric N60 heights have been 
leveled (Lehmuskoski 2005). 

Table 2-12. The coordinates (x,y) of the pillars and the reserve markers at Olkiluoto in 

the National Grid Coordinate system. The levelled orthometric heights (H) are in N60 

height system. 

Station x [m] y [m] H [m] 
GPS1 6792440.206 1525568.475 11.233 

GPS1A 6792447.410 1525575.838 8.843 
GPS1B 6792431.757 1525576.525 9.149 
GPS2 6791792.176 1526759.462 13.546 

GPS2A 6791783.662 1526763.066 11.153 
GPS2B 6791791.899 1526752.126 11.195 
GPS3 6793274.363 1526131.163 8.360 

GPS3A 6793276.752 1526138.575 5.830 
GPS3B 6793282.079 1526128.544 5.904 
GPS4 6793062.571 1525405.091 9.797 

GPS4A 6793065.832 1525416.039 7.243 
GPS4B 6793074.810 1525402.789 7.296 
GPS5 6791328.589 1525356.750 - 

GPS5A 6791327.655 1525351.169 - 
GPS5B 6791335.815 1525355.745 - 
GPS6 6792124.747 1524344.836 5.720 

GPS6A 6792132.470 1524346.564 3.435 
GPS6B 6792127.932 1524339.109 3.237 
GPS7 6792765.372 1524121.557 13.063 

GPS7A 6792758.008 1524124.898 10.733 
GPS7B 6792762.599 1524113.485 10.811 
GPS8 6793269.473 1524206.572 6.466 

GPS8A 6793273.215 1524209.034 4.017 
GPS8B 6793268.873 1524211.798 4.440 
GPS9 6792809.122 1523254.077 12.336 

GPS9A 6792817.698 1523259.486 9.767 
GPS9B 6792813.935 1523246.264 9.242 
GPS11 6793697.879 1533953.034 - 

GPS11A 6793696.421 1533946.293 - 
GPS11B 6793703.867 1533952.090 - 
GPS12 6796290.822 1522672.862 - 

GPS12A 6796289.613 1522684.882 - 
GPS12B 6796301.382 1522669.974 - 
GPS13 6792148.313 1523179.189 10.521 

GPS13A 6792143.751 1523172.031 9.251 
GPS13B 6792139.394 1523183.356 8.927 
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2.7 Future plans 

According to our quality manual (Ahola 2006) and the consultations between Posiva 
and the FGI we will continue geodetic observations at Olkiluoto, Kivetty and 
Romuvaara annually. The studies of each year will be reported in Posiva working report 
series.

The permanent GPS stations continue observations at the investigation areas. The 
Olkiluoto local GPS network will be measured twice a year. Even if the studies are 
concentrated at Olkiluoto, one measurement campaign will be carried out at Kivetty and 
Romuvaara annual. The observations at Kivetty and Romuvaara are important reference 
investigations for the studies at Olkiluoto. 

The EDM baseline GPS7-GPS8 at Olkiluoto will be measured with the mekometer 
during every GPS campaign to improve the reliability of the GPS results. The 
mekometer will be calibrated at the Nummela Standard Baseline at least once a year to 
ensure the quality of the results. 

Every GPS station has two reserve markers. We will determine the distances and the 
angles between the stations and the reserve markers in order to check the stability of the 
concrete pillars at Olkiluoto in three years interval. Next measurements will be carried 
out in 2007.

The heights of Olkiluoto GPS network have been measured with precise levelling in 
2003 and 2005. The levelling is the most accurate method to observe the possible 
vertical deformations at the investigation area. The levelling campaigns will be 
performed every second year and results will be published in a separate working report 
of Posiva. We will establish two levelling networks at Olkiluoto in 2006 for specific 
deformation studies. The networks are located above the excavation area of the 
ONKALO and the repository for low- and medium-level waste (the VLJ repository). 

2.8 Summary 

Twenty GPS observation campaigns have been carried out at Olkiluoto since 1995 and 
fourteen campaigns at Kivetty and Romuvaara since 1996. Two measurements were 
performed at Olkiluoto in 2005. The networks of Kivetty and Romuvaara were observed 
once during 2005. 

The computation was made with Bernese version 5.0. All observations since 1995 at 
Olkiluoto have been processed again with new software version. However, the results 
are almost similar as in previous computations. 

According to the GPS deformation analysis one third of the baselines at Olkiluoto have 
statistically significant change rates at the confidence level of 95%. However, all of 
these change rates are smaller than  0.22 mm/a. The change rates have diminished year 
after year when the time series has grown longer and the determination of the change 
rates has become more reliable.  

There are five stations, which have statistically significant horizontal velocities at 
Olkiluoto. The local velocity components are small but taking into account the standard 
deviations the largest velocity components seems to be reliable (max. velocity - 0.25 
mm/a ± 0.025 mm/a). 
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The GPS network at Kivetty is very stable and there is no significant movement. There 
are two baselines with statistically significant change rates at Romuvaara. Both of these 
vectors are connected to the pillar GPS4. According to the results the station GPS4 is 
moving east. A probable explanation for the movement is the instability of pillar GPS4. 

Electronic distance measurements were performed at Olkiluoto at the baseline GPS7-
GPS8 using the mekometer since 2002. The measurements have been made 
simultaneous with GPS campaigns to improve the reliability of the GPS results. 
According to four years period GPS gives us on an average 0.64 mm longer distances 
between pillars GPS7 and GPS8 than EDM. That is over 1 ppm scale difference. The 
similarity of the GPS and EDM time series is very interesting, but it is too early to make 
specific conclusion. The results are promising, but more studies are needed before we 
can use the EDM results to scale the GPS observations. 
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3 PRECISE LEVELLING 

3.1 Introduction 

Repeated GPS observations at the investigation area of Posiva Oy at Olkiluoto have 
been continued ten years (Ahola et al. 2005). However, the accuracy of GPS 
determinations in the vertical direction is worse than that in the horizontal direction. To 
monitor also the vertical movements of the GPS points as accurately as possible, the 
precise levellings on the area were decided to begin in autumn 2003. The interval of the 
precise levellings was decided to be two years, so the second campaign was carried out 
in autumn 2005. This report treats the results of this campaign and the comparison with 
the campaign in 2003 (Lehmuskoski 2004).

The field works and the calculations were carried out with the same method used in the 
Third Precise Levelling of Finland. Precise levelling in the GPS network was sometimes 
troublesome and slow because some levelling routes were outside of roads. 

3.2 Precise levelling network 

The current precise levelling network consists of nine GPS pillars, two reserve marks of 
each pillar and five bench marks built for levelling purposes (Figure 3-1). The reserve 
marks of the GPS stations are not shown, because they locate near the pillar (5 m-10 m). 
One pillar, GPS13, is so new that it did not existed during the campaign in 2003. The 
bench mark 03215, which was levelled in 2003, was destroyed later due to road 
construction. The bench mark 05217 was founded near the lost one during the campaign 
in 2005. Differently from the campaign in 2003, also the antenna platforms on the 
pillars were levelled in 2005, not only the reserve marks. All GPS pillars on the island 
of Olkiluoto except GPS5 belong now to the levelling network. All bench marks, 
reserve marks and pillars have been fastened in the bedrock.

Nowadays there is an extensive construction work going on on the island of Olkiluoto. 
That is why, even if the bench marks were mostly the same as in 2003, only some of the 
levelling routes were the same (see Lehmuskoski 2004, Figure 3-1).

The Olkiluoto precise levelling network consists of four loops (Table 3-1). Bench mark 
03216 is the nodal bench mark of the network and 03219 is its reserve bench mark. 

Table 3-1. Loops, levelling routes and dates. 

Loop Levelling route Date 

OLKI A 03216-05217-GPS6A-GPS6B-GPS7B-GPS7A-GPS8B-
GPS8A-03217-GPS4A-GPS4B-GPS1B-GPS1A-03218-
GPS2B-GPS2A-03216 

19.9.-3.10.2005 

OLKI B 03218-GPS3B-GPS3A-03218 23.-26.9.2005 
OLKI C GPS7B-GPS9A-GPS9B-GPS7B 20.-28.9.2005 
OLKI D GPS7B-GPS13B-GPS13A-GPS7B 27.9.2005 

The approximate National Grid Coordinates (KKJ) in the zone 27° and the approximate 
geographical coordinates in EUREF-FIN system for all bench marks and GPS pillars 
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are given in Table 3-2. The coordinates have been used only for computing the tidal 
corrections and gravity values but they can also be used for searching the objects. 

Figure 3-1. Bench marks and levelling routes. 
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Table 3-2.  National Grid Coordinates (KKJ) in zone 27° and geographical coordinates 
of the bench marks and the GPS pillars. 

Point X-coordinate (km) Y-coordinate (km) Latitude (°) Longitude (°) 

03216 6804.168 3204.117 61.23362 21.48334 
03219 6804.154 3204.109 61.23349 21.48322 
05217 6804.536 3203.479 61.23643 21.47094 
GPS6 6804.680 3202.353 61.23686 21.44985 
GPS6A 6804.687 3202.356 61.23692 21.44989 
GPS6B 6804.683 3202.348 61.23688 21.44975 
GPS13   6804.815 3201.194 61.23718 21.42815 
GPS13A 6804.810 3201.187 61.23713 21.42803 
GPS13B 6804.807 3201.199 61.23711 21.42825 
GPS9 6805.467 3201.329 61.24311 21.42962 

GPS9A 6805.475 3201.335 61.24318 21.42972 

GPS9B 6805.472 3201.321 61.24315 21.42946 
GPS7 6805.344 3202.190 61.24266 21.44577 

GPS7A 6805.336 3202.192 61.24260 21.44582 

GPS7B 6805.342 3202.181 61.24264 21.44561 
GPS8 6805.838 3202.321 61.24718 21.44742 
GPS8A 6805.842 3202.324 61.24722 21.44747 
GPS8B 6805.837 3202.326 61.24717 21.44752 
03217 6805.553 3202.853 61.24504 21.45774 
GPS4 6805.522 3203.497 61.24525 21.46971 
GPS4A                        6805.524 3203.508 61.24528 21.46992 
GPS4B 6805.534 3203.495 61.24536 21.46967 
GPS1 6804.887 3203.602 61.23965 21.47267 
GPS1A 6804.893 3203.610 61.23972 21.47281 
GPS1B 6804.877 3203.609 61.23957 21.47281 
03218 6805.010 3203.976 61.24104 21.47941 
GPS3 6805.666 3204.240 61.24710 21.48327 
GPS3A 6805.668 3204.247 61.24712 21.48340 
GPS3B 6805.674 3204.238 61.24717 21.48322 
GPS2 6804.131 3204.730 61.23376 21.49476 
GPS2A 6804.123 3204.733 61.23369 21.49483 
GPS2B 6804.132 3204.723 61.23376 21.49463 

3.3 Field crew, instruments and observations 

A part of the levelling network belonged to an area, where the entrance was possible 
only with a security pass. To have the pass, it presumes participating in two half a day 
courses and getting through a drug test. That is not cheap for a two and a half weeks 
“working permit”. That is why Posiva Oy employed the assisting personnel for the 
levelling expedition from persons who already have the pass, personnel from RTK-
Palvelu Oy, which carries out the janitorial service of the nuclear power station of 
Olkiluoto. The crew and the instruments used are given in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-3. Field crew and instruments. 

Observer Pekka Lehmuskoski 
First rodman Jaakko Leppätie 
Second rodman Marko Juusela 
Distance measurer Virpi Koski-Tuuri, Antti Rosvall 
Shadow woman Krista Karp, Virpi Koski-Tuuri 
Levelling instrument Zeiss DiNi12, number 320243 
Rod pair (3 metres) Zeiss Nedo LD13, numbers 13926 and 14092 
Rod (1 metre) Zeiss Nedo LD11, number 11640 
Thermometer Fluke 54 II 
Rod bases Turtles, wedges, spikes and screws in stumps 
Tripods Zeiss normal and Zeiss extendable 
Distance meter Rollfix Super 
Umbrella Alexo 
Car Ford Transit, XFZ-445 
Personal navigator Garmin eTrex 

The levelling was carried out with the same method that was used in the Third Precise 
Levelling of Finland (1978-2004) (Takalo 1978). We used the digital levelling system 
Zeiss DiNi12 (Takalo et al. 2001), which was used in the Third Precise Levelling of 
Finland since 2001  (Figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4). 

                                               

Figure 3- 2. Digital levelling instrument Zeiss DiNi12.             Figure 3-3. Bar code rod 

LD11 on GPS6 antenna platform.  (Photo J. Ahola).             .     Zeiss Nedo (Photo P. 

  Lehmuskoski).                                                       
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Figure 3-4. Measuring the height difference between GPS13A and GPS13B. Pillar 

GPS13 is at the background  and the thermometer rack is resting against the pillar. 

(Photo A. Rosvall). 

Levelling of the antenna platform on the top of a GPS pillar was more complicated than 
the ordinary precise levelling. The observer stood on a ladder and used an extendable 
tripod. The second rodman had a three metres rod on one reserve mark like performing 
an ordinary levelling but the first rodman stood on a ladder with the one metre long rod 
(Figure 3-7). The rod was placed on a special steel bolt equipped with a thread. The bolt 
was passed through the hole in the middle of the antenna platform and it was tightened 
with a nut (Figures 3-5 and 3-6).

                         

Figures 3-5 and 3-6. Rod on the bolt fastened on a GPS antenna platform. (Photos J. 

Ahola). 
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Figure 3-7. Levelling of the GPS8 antenna platform. (Photo A. Rosvall). 

Appendix I gives information in chronological order about every bench mark interval 
measured. One page corresponds one bench mark interval in one levelling direction. 
The upper part of the page gives time, crew, instrumentation, road type and weather. 
The lower part gives observations and environmental data for every set up. At the end of 
the observation file there are the uncorrected elevation difference of the interval, its 
length and remarks. 

3.4 Reductions 

We used the Zeiss Nedo LD13 bar code 3 m invar rods with an aluminium frame for the 
ordinary precise levelling. Zeiss Nedo LD11 bar code 1 m invar rod with an aluminium frame 
was used when the elevation of the GPS antenna platforms was levelled. The rod calibrations 
were carried out in August and November 2005 using the FGI vertical rod comparator (Takalo

1999), (Takalo and Rouhiainen 2002). The adjusted value for the levelling epoch was obtained 
by linear interpolation. 

During the levelling the air temperature and the air temperature difference between 2.5 m and 
0.5 m above the ground near the levelling instrument were measured with a Fluke 54 II 
thermometer. Refraction correction was computed with the Kukkamäki formula (Hytönen 

1967).

Tidal correction was computed with the formulas developed by Heikkinen (1978).
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3.5 Adjustment 

To check the stability of the nodal bench mark 03216 of the network, 03216, we 
levelled its elevation difference to its reserve bench mark 03219 locating 16 m way off. 
The comparison to the levelling in 2003 showed that the difference had changed only 
0.049 mm. Hence the conclusion was that 03216 is a stable bench mark and its N60 
elevation 9.52254 m (Lehmuskoski 2004, Table 3-6) was used as the initial value for the 
computations in 2005. 

The adjustment was made in three parts: 
1. Loop OLKI A or 03216-03216 clockwise using the shortest route without 

turning off to GPS13, GPS9 and GPS3, see Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1. 
Because the area of this loop is small, the longest diagonal being less than 
4 km, the elevation differences were computed in millimetres and the land 
uplift correction was not applied. The closing error of the loop (-0.21 mm) 
was adjusted linearly as the function of the levelled distance (Table 3-4). 

Table 3- 4. Results of loop OLKI A. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

03216 0,000 0,000   0,000   9522,538 9522,538 0,000     

05217 0,765 0,765 170,95 0,016 170,966 9693,504         -      -     

GPS6A 1,266 2,031 -6258,33 0,042 -6258,304 3435,200 3434,249 0,951 -0,100 1,001

GPS6B 0,009 2,040 -198,58 0,042 -198,580 3236,620 3235,569 1,051     

GPS7B 0,877 2,917 7574,40 0,060 7574,418 10811,038 10810,958 0,080     

GPS7A 0,012 2,929 -77,60 0,060 -77,600 10733,438 10733,238 0,200 0,120 0,140

GPS8B 0,557 3,486 -6293,06 0,072 -6293,049 4440,390 4440,056 0,334     

GPS8A 0,007 3,493 -423,15 0,072 -423,150 4017,240 4016,886 0,354 0,020 0,344

03217 0,804 4,297 6529,27 0,088 6529,287 10546,526 10546,412 0,114     

GPS4A 1,435 5,732 -3303,72 0,118 -3303,690 7242,836 7242,577 0,259 0,050 0,234

GPS4B 0,017 5,749 53,38 0,118 53,380 7296,216 7296,007 0,209     

GPS1B 0,980 6,729 1852,47 0,139 1852,490 9148,707 9148,712 -0,005     

GPS1A 0,016 6,745 -305,52 0,139 -305,520 8843,187 8843,052 0,135 0,140 0,065

03218 0,847 7,592 -206,77 0,156 -206,753 8636,434 8636,669 -0,235     

GPS2B 1,496 9,088 2558,81 0,187 2558,841 11195,275 11195,253 0,022     

GPS2A 0,014 9,102 -42,16 0,187 -42,160 11153,115 11153,103 0,012 -0,010 0,017

03216 1,099 10,201 -1630,60 0,210 -1630,577 9522,538 9522,538 0,000     

Sum 10,201   -0,21               

Explanation of columns: 1. Bench mark or reserve mark of GPS pillar, 2. Distance of 
interval (km), 3. Sum of distances (km), 4. Elevation difference when rod correction, 
refraction correction and tidal correction have been made (mm), 5. Adjustment 
correction (mm), 6. Final elevation difference (mm), 7. N60 elevation in 2005 (mm), 8. 
N60 elevation in 2003 (mm) (Lehmuskoski 2004, Tables 3-6 and 3-7), 9. Change of N60 
elevation (7-8) (mm), 10. Difference of change of N60 elevation of reserve mark pair 
(mm), 11. Mean change of N60 elevation of reserve mark pair (mm 
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2. Loops OLKI B, OLKI C and OLKI D, see Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1. 
Because the area of these loops is even smaller than in the case of the loop 
OLKI A, the same computation method was used. The N60 elevations of 
the nodal bench marks of these loops were given by the adjustment of the 
loop OLKI A. The closing errors of the loops (-0.04 mm, -0.12 mm and 
0.51 mm) were adjusted linearly as a function of the levelled distance 
(Tables 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7). The explanation of the columns is the same as in 
Table 3-4. 

Table 3-5. Results of loop OLKI B. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

03218 0,000 0,000   0,000   8636,434 8636,669 -0,235     

GPS3B 0,874 0,874 -2732,16 0,020 -2732,140 5904,294 5904,389 -0,095     

GPS3A 0,011 0,885 -74,74 0,020 -74,740 5829,554 5829,670 -0,116 -0,021 -0,106

03218 0,875 1,760 2806,86 0,040 2806,880 8636,434 8636,669 -0,235     

Sum 1,760   -0,04               

Table 3-6. Results of loop OLKI C. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

GPS7B 0,000 0,000   0,000   10811,038 10810,958 0,080     

GPS9A 1,131 1,131 -1044,43 0,056 -1044,374 9766,664 9765,683 0,981 0,049 0,957

GPS9B 0,014 1,145 -524,46 0,057 -524,459 9242,205 9241,273 0,932     

GPS7B 1,064 2,209 1568,78 0,110 1568,833 10811,038 10810,958 0,080     

Sum 2,209   -0,11               

Table 3-7. Results of loop OLKI D. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

GPS7B 0,000 0,000   0,000   10811,038 10810,958 0,080     

GPS13B 1,484 1,484 -1883,91 -0,252 -1884,162 8926,876        -      -     

GPS13A 0,012 1,496 323,83 -0,254 323,828 9250,704        -      -     -     - 

GPS7B 1,511 3,007 1560,59 -0,510 1560,334 10811,038 10810,958 0,080     

Sum 3,007   0,51               

3. Loops of each nine GPS pillars: reserve mark A – GPS antenna platform – 
reserve mark B – reserve mark A. Because the loops are very short (23 m-
66 m) the closing errors (see Appendices III a – III i) were not used for 
computing the accuracy of the levelling campaign. Also, the measurements 
were not as accurate as the ordinary precise levelling because of the 
extendable tripod, which was not very steady especially in windy weather. 
That is why the N60 elevations of the reserve marks given by the 
adjustment of the loops OLKI A, OLKI B, OLKI C and OLKI D were kept 
fixed and the closing error of each loop was adjusted as the function of the 
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levelled distance for the interval reserve mark A – GPS antenna platform – 
reserve mark B. 

Because the rod on the antenna platform was always the one metre long 
rod number 11640 and the rod on each reserve mark was the three metre 
rod number 14092, their datum level difference (the difference of the zero 
points of their scales from the bottom plates) was measured (0.081 mm) 
and reduced from the levelling result (Table 3-8, column 8). 

The levelling was focused on the bolt on the antenna platform (Figures 3-5 
and 3-6). To obtain the N60 elevation of the antenna platform, the height 
of the bolt (19.855 mm) was reduced from the levelling result (Table 3-8, 
column 9).  

Because the rod readings were not on an average the same for both rods, as 
is the case when performing ordinary precise levelling, but 242 cm for the 
three metres long rod and 17 cm for the one metre long rod, the rod 
correction used in this case was not the mean of their individual rod 
corrections, but their weighted mean according to the average reading. 

Table 3-8. Results of the levellings of GPS antenna platforms. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

GPS1A 0 0 0 0 8843,187 8843,187    

GPS1 28 28 2409,99 2409,99  8843,180 -0,081 -19,855 11233,234

GPS1B 14 42 -2104,46 305,53 9148,707 8843,177    

GPS2A 0 0 0 0 11153,115 11153,115    

GPS2 21 21 2412,97 2412,97  11153,175 -0,081 -19,855 13546,209

GPS2B 7 28 -2370,89 42,08 11195,275 11153,195    

GPS3A 0 0 0 0 5829,554 5829,554    

GPS3 9 9 2550,43 2550,43  5829,545 -0,081 -19,855 8360,039

GPS3B 10 19 -2475,67 74,76 5904,294 5829,534    

GPS4A 0 0 0 0 7242,836 7242,836    

GPS4 12 12 2574,19 2574,19  7242,785 -0,081 -19,855 9797,039

GPS4B 37 49 -2520,60 53,59 7296,216 7242,626    

GPS6A 0 0 0 0 3435,200 3435,200    

GPS6 11 11 2304,31 2304,31  3435,205 -0,081 -19,855 5719,579

GPS6B 11 22 -2502,90 -198,59 3236,620 3435,210    

GPS7A 0 0 0 0 10733,438 10733,438    

GPS7 10 10 2349,87 2349,87  10733,478 -0,081 -19,855 13063,412

GPS7B 10 20 -2272,35 77,52 10811,038 10733,518    

GPS8A 0 0 0 0 4017,240 4017,240    

GPS8 8 8 2468,93 2468,93  4017,220 -0,081 -19,855 6466,214

GPS8B 8 16 -2045,74 423,19 4440,390 4017,200    

GPS9A 0 0 0 0 9766,664 9766,664    

GPS9 21 21 2589,04 2589,04  9766,687 -0,081 -19,855 12335,791

GPS9B 17 38 -3113,54 -524,50 9242,205 9766,705    

GPS13A 0 0 0 0 9250,704 9250,704    

GPS13 8 8 1290,49 1290,49  9250,726 -0,081 -19,855 10521,280

GPS13B 11 19 -1614,37 -323,88 8926,876 9250,756    
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Explanation of columns: 1. Reserve mark or antenna 
platform, 2. Distance of interval (m), 3. Sum of distances 
(m), 4. Elevation difference when rod correction, refraction 
correction and tidal correction have been made (mm), 5. 
Elevation difference compared to initial bench mark of the 
loop (mm), 6. Elevation difference compared to initial bench 
mark of the loop (mm), 7. N60 elevation of reserve bench 
marks given by adjustment of loops OLKI A, OLKI B, 
OLKI C and OLKI D (mm), 8. Adjustment correction (mm), 
9. Datum level difference reduction (mm), 10. Reduction to 
antenna platform (mm), 11. N60 elevation of antenna 
platform (mm). 

3.6 Accuracy 

The accuracy of the levellings was estimated by the formula 6.1 (Kääriäinen 1966, page 

52) 
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,                                                    (6.1) 

where n = number of the loops, i = closing error of the loop, Fi = circumference of the 
loop, e = closing error of the circumference of the network and eF  = length of the 

circumference of the network. 

The lengths and the closures of the levelled loops are listed in the Table 3-9. Formula 
6.1 gives now for = ±0.14 mm/ km. The corresponding accuracy estimate for the 
levelling campaign in 2003 was ± 0.10 mm/ km (Lehmuskoski 2004, page 11).

Table 3-9. Lengths and closures of the loops. 

Loop Length L (km) Closure  (mm)
1 10.201 -0.21 
2 1.760 -0.04 
3 2.209 -0.12 
4 3.008 +0.51 

Circumference 17.177 +0.14 

The standard deviation of the difference of the levellings in 2003 and in 2005 was then 
estimated to be ± 0.17 mm/ km by the formula 6.2 

2 = 1
2 + 2

2,     
(6.2)

where 1 is the accuracy estimated for the campaign in 2003 and 2 is that for the 
campaign in 2005. If the height difference measured in 2003 and in 2005 had changed 
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more than three times the standard deviation  or ± 0.51 mm/ km, the change was 
considered to be significant. 

3.7 Deformation of bedrock 

In Finland the yearly periodical vertical movements of the upper part of the bedrock in a 
small area (under 50 m) can in some cases be even 3 mm depending on the season and 
on the temperature of the upper part of the rock (Lehmuskoski et al. 2003). Hopefully 
the bench marks of the investigation area of Olkiluoto have not been established on that 
kind of rock. To distinguish other possible vertical crustal deformations from annual 
variation, the levelling campaign in 2005 was carried out during the same season as that 
in 2003 or in the turn of September and October. 

The height difference changes of the bench marks and reserve mark pairs from autumn 
2003 to autumn 2005 were computed using their N60 values obtained from Tables 3-4, 
3-5, 3-6 and 3-7, columns 7 and 8. The height of 03216 was fixed and the height change 
of the other points (bench marks and reserve mark pairs) was compared to 03216 
(Tables 3-4, 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7, columns 9 and 11). The values of the reserve mark pairs 
instead of single reserve marks were used for simplicity and because the height changes 
inside the pairs were small, at most 0.14 mm (Tables 3-4, 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7, column 10). 
The significance of the height difference changes of the points was computed by 
comparing the vertical movements of the successive points (Table 3-10, column 10). If 
the value is more than 3, the vertical movement exceeds the standard deviation of the 
difference of the campaigns in 2003 and 2005 threefold and the movement is considered 
significant.

Table 3-10. Significance of the height difference changes of successive points. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

03216-GPS6 2.09 9522.538 3335.910  -6186.628 9522.538 3334.909  -6187.629 1.00 4.1

GPS6-GPS7 1.85 3335.910  10772.238 7436.328 3334.909  10772.098 7437.189  -0.86 3.7

GPS7-GPS9 1.23  10772.238 9504.434  -1267.804  10772.098 9503.478  -1268.620 0.82 4.3

GPS7-GPS8 0.54  10772.238 4228.815  -6543.423  10772.098 4228.471  -6543.627 0.20 1.6
GPS8-03217 0.80 4228.815  10546.526 6317.711 4228.471  10546.412 6317.941  -0.23 1.5
03217-GPS4 1.44  10546.526 7269.526  -3277.000  10546.412 7269.292  -3277.120 0.12 0.6
GPS4-GPS1 1.00 7269.526    8995.947 1726.421 7269.292 8995.882 1726.590  -0.17 1.0
GPS1-03218 0.85 8995.947 8636.434 -359.513 8995.882 8636.669    -359.213  -0.30 1.9
03218-GPS3 0.93 8636.434 5866.924  -2769.510 8636.669 5867.030  -2769.639 0.13 0.8
03218-GPS2 1.54 8636.434  11174.195 2537.761 8636.669  11174.178 2537.509 0.25 1.2
GPS2-03216 1.11  11174.195  9522.538  -1651.657  11174.178 9522.538  -1651.640  -0.02 0.1

Explanation of columns: 1. Interval, 2. Mean length (2003 and 2005) of interval (km), 3. 
N60 elevation of starting bench mark or mean N60 elevation of reserve mark pair in 
2005 (mm), 4. N60 elevation of ending bench mark or mean N60 elevation of reserve 
mark pair in 2005 (mm), 5. The difference column 3 – column 4 (mm), 6. N60 elevation 
of starting bench mark or mean N60 elevation of reserve mark pair in 2003(mm), 7. 
N60 elevation of ending bench mark or mean N60 elevation of reserve mark pair in 
2003 (mm), 8. The difference column 6 – column 7 (mm), 9. Change of elevation 
difference from 2003 to 2005 computed using N60 elevations (column 5 – column 8) 
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(mm), 10. Discrepancy measured with standard deviations (absolute value of column 9 / 
square root of column 2/0.17 mm/ km). 

Table 3-10 shows that there are two points whose vertical position has changed 
significantly (both upwards) after autumn 2003, namely GPS6 and GPS9 (see also 
Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-8). The probable reason of the movement of GPS6 is the 
blasting of the rock during the construction work of the parking place. The rock was 
removed only at some decimetres from the both reserve marks of GPS6. In the precise 
levelling network of Finland there are several examples about bench marks that have 
moved up because of blasting in the neighbourhood. The construction work in the 
parking area has ended and the elevation of GPS6 compared to the surroundings 
probably will not change any more. 

One probable reason for the movement of GPS9 can be the VLJ Repository, the final 
disposal facility for the low- and medium-level operating waste, which was quarried in 
1988-1990. It situates horizontally about 100 metres south-east from GPS9 and rather 
deep, but the driving ramp to the VLJ Repository goes only about 30 metres south-east 
from GPS9 and near the surface. It is well known that when a cave is quarried in the 
rock, its walls tend to move against each other in which case its roof tends to rise. An 
example of this is the Fundamental Bench Mark of the First Levelling of Finland on the 
Tähtitorninmäki in Helsinki. During the years 1895-1955 its height difference compared 
to the neighbouring bench marks stayed constant, but 1955-2001 it rose almost 10 mm. 
During that time big caves were quarried under the hill.

Figure 3-8. Relative land uplift of the reserve mark pairs and bench marks from autumn 

2003 to autumn 2005 (mm).
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3.8 Future plans 

Based on the results of repeated levellings in the GPS network of Olkiluoto, we 
propose:
1.  GPS6: No new actions before the next levelling of the network in 2007. 
2. GPS9: In spring 2006 we propose to build some new bench marks in its 
neighbourhood and over the VLJ Repository and level this micro network. 
3. ONKALO: As for GPS9, in spring 2006 we also propose to build a corresponding 
micro network over ONKALO and level it. 

3.9 Summary 

The precise levelling network of Olkiluoto was established on the Olkiluoto island in 
autumn 2003 to monitor the vertical crustal deformations. The remeasured network in 
2005 consisted of nine antenna platforms on the top of GPS pillar, their nine reserve 
mark pairs and five ordinary bench marks, two of which constitutes the nodal bench 
mark pair. All the bench marks have been fastened in the bedrock. The levellings and 
the computations were carried out in the same way as in the Third Precise Levelling of 
Finland. The accuracy of the levelling campaign in 2005 was estimated to be ±0.14 
mm/ km. The elevation difference of the reserve mark pairs of GPS6 and GPS9 
compared to the other points had changed significantly from autumn 2003 to autumn 
2005, about one millimetre 
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